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UFF keeps right_to represent
by Salll Sangulllano ·
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The United Faculty of Florida will
continue to represent faculty and
staff in the state university system of
Florida as a result of obtaining 50.97
percent of the vote in a month-long
election between the UFF and its
rival, the Florida Academic Congress.
According to Roy Weatherford,
president of the UFF, the first thing

the union plans to do is to gain the
support of university faculty an staff
and ''get as many as possible to
become members."
The UFF will also begin bargaining.
this month, and notes Weatherford,
"the legislative activities will start
getting serious, with organizing sessions getting underway in a couple of
w~ks."

The UFF, which is an organization
designed to represent university

faculty and conduct bargaining with
the Board of Regeants and the state
government, is made up of representatives · from various districts
throughout Florida. These representataives will be meeting soori to begin
policy setting, budget talks, and to
work on its basic goals of improving
work benefits, job security, and the
general quality of the educational
system.
Having recently become affiliated
-

with the National Education Association, the UFF represents all nine
state universities, four community
colleges, two independent colleges,
and two graduate assistance units.
While Florida's right to work law prohibits requiring anyone to join a
union, all those who work for these institutions are represented by the
UFF.
SEE UFF, PAGE 9
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Drunk, drivers proven to cause fatalities
by Frances Brady
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Education key
to respollsibility
by Eddie Gorak
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FUTURE STAFF WRITER

In America, one's right to
drink is a privilege that is protected by the Constitution.
You also have the right to
drive. The problems begin
when people start to use these
two privileges at the same
time.
According to a pamphle~
that is put out by the Virgil
Schenck Company of Miller
Beer, control and education
play a big part in preventing
drunk drivers from taking to
the roads. The control approach holds the basic
thought that the product is
the problem. This philosophy
is carried further by stating

that people cannot be trusted
to make proper choices about
responsible conduct.
This
approach has two flaws
though. One is that the product is not the problem: The
problem is the individuals' attitudes and their behavior
concerning the consumption
of alcohOlic beverages. "It is
your right to drink and it is
my right to live. When you
drink and drive, you are infringing upon my right to live,"
said Karen Wedner, coordinator for the Alcohol Information Center on UCF.
The second problem with
this theory is that the United
States has tried to control the
drinking of irresponsible inSEE KEY, PAGE 5

SEE DRIVERS PAGE 5

Characteristics
of Drunk Drivers

Tt

':~

The Surgeon General has reported
that life expectancey has improved in
the United States over 'the past 75
years for every age group except
15-24-year old Americans. According
to the National Center for Statistics
and Analysis their death rate is
higher today than it was 20 years ago.
Over 250,000 Americans lost their
lives in alcohol related accidents from
1973 to 1983. This figure represents
25,000 deaths each year, 500 every
month, 71 each day and one every 20
minutes.
More than 700,000 people are injured in alcohol related crashes each
year, 74,000 of them are seriously injured. For Americans between the
ages of 5 and 35, motor vehicle accidents are the number one cause of

death. More than 50 percent 0f these
accidents are caused by drunk
drivers, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration reported.
- Florida's penalties for drinking and
driving have become stricter over the
years. Orlando Police Investigator
William Poff said a public outcry has
led to more severe laws. A first time
offender faces a minimum of $250
fine, up to six months imprisonment,
at least 50 hours of community 8ervice, a driver's license revocation for
at least six months and mandatory
attendance at a substance abuse
education course.
Second time or subsequent offenders face a mandatory term of imprisonment up to five years. Fines are
decided by the individual judge and
are increased for a second conviction.

~~

., ' Of every 200 to 2,000 drunken
" drivers on the road, only one Is arrested.
The average drunk driver arrested
level.
, on
the highway has a .20 BAC

~~1111t1::==~1

Between 7p.m. and 3a.m. on
weekends, drunk drivers make up
· . 10% of vehicles on the road.
Over 80 percent of
drive after drinking.
Drunk drivers cost American tax.payers 521-24 billion dollars a year.
Source: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Jeff Glick/Future
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is being presented by UCF in
cooperation with University
Community Hospital, a proposed east Orlando health
care center by American
Medical Internationai (AMI).
The seminar is planned fo~
Nov. 10, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in Engineering room 269 at
UCF.
Open to the community, the
seminar features keynote
speaker Dr. Jay W. Leek,
president and chief operatiQns officer of Philip Crosby
Associates, Inc. and will offer
a ·series of programs on key
issues directed to men in their
roles at work and with others.
Registration is $10 and includes
lunch
and
refreshments. For reservations, call either the UCF College of Ext~nded Studies at
Bret Feeney/Future
275-2123 or Brookwood Com- This bike is really up a tree. Some poor soul won't be able to ride to class today by the looks
munity Hospital Marketing of things.
Depart~ent at 295-5151.

OCEBA l!ROJECT
Construction ·on the Center
for Engineering and Business
Administration building is a
little behind schedule, but the
work will be back on schedule
soon, according to university
planner Robert Webb.
A problem with waterproofing the outside of the building
delayed putting on the
brickwork. "The waterproofing problems have been solv- ·
ed," W eh b said. The
brickwork is now being done.
Workers are also installing
ductwork in the building and
putting the masonry on the
interior walls.
CEBA is schedulea to be
finished · by July 1985. The
building will probably be used
beginning the fall semester DARR EST·A·THON
1985.
Lambda Chi Fraternity will
hold an "Arrest-A-Thon" to
DSAYERS TO SPEAK
benefit the National Society
to Prevent Blindness Nov. 10.
Gale Sayers of professional "Suspects" will be taken to a
football fame will set the holding cell at J.J.Whispers
mood for inter-society discus- Lounge in Orlando until they
sion by addressing the sub- pay their fine . . . or ••serve
ject of "Life After Sports" time" at the cell. All proceeds
presented by the.Guide Right from the event will go to PreProgram of Kappa Alpha Psi vent Blindness.
Fraternity, Inc. being held on
To participate, the accuser
Nov. 26, 1984. The event will pay $5 to have a certakes place at UCF, in the tificate of arrest issued to
University Theater, at 7 p.m. their favorite suspect. The
suspect will then be taken to
DAIS MEETS
·
·
the holding cell and will have
·. .
the option to pay their fine, or
The Assoc1at10n of Interna- . serve their time at the cell.
tional Students will hold their Lambda Chi Alpha expects an
next meeting Nov.9, at 5 p.m. enthusiastic turnout for this
in room 154 of the Student event, which will run from 11
Center. Discussion on ac- a.m. until 5 p.m..
ti vi ties will include plans for a
For more information about
party before the semester how to participate in the
ends. All old,' as well as new Arrest-A-Thon, contact
members are encouraged to Lambda Chi Alpha at
attend this meeting. Come by 282-4676.
the office in room 152 of the
Student Center or call
275-2653 or 671-6355.
DSTUDENT PERSONNEL
MEETING
OSERVICE FEE HEARING

I

The Student Personnel
Association will hold its monthly meeting on Nov. 14 at 3
p.m. in the Board Room
located on the third floor of
the Administration Building.
Members as well as those interested in the personnel field
0 MALE ISSUES
are encouraged to attend.
Helga Brown of ·sun Bank
"Improving the Quality of will be the guest speaker, and
Life: Male Issues in the 80's" 'the topic of her presentation

There will be an open hearing on the Activity and Service Fee on Nov. 20 at 10 a.m.
in Student Center room 214.
All students are invited to express opinions on the fee.

All-American
This public document was promulgated al an annual cost of $100,000 or 5.3 cents per copy
to 1!1orm the university community.
Opinions expressed In The Future are those of the editor or of the writer and are not necessarily
those of the University Board of Publlcollons or of the admlnlstratton.

will be "Surviving an Interview."

••UCF
1l"ft' PEOPLE

AROUND
FLORIDA
OCREATIVE CHRISTMAS
SHOW

The member artists of the
Creative Art Gallery ~ordially
invite you 'to view an exhibit
of fine art and craft work ent it led
Creative
Christmas-the Third Annual
Christnias Handcraft and Art
Collection. This will be an all
member multi-media show
which will run from Nov. 13
through Dec. 22. Included in
this sll;ow will be many
favorable art works for
creative gift giving.
The gallery is open to the
public Tuesday through
Saturday from 11-4 p.m. and
is located in the Hidden
Gardens area off Park
Avenue at 324 Park Avenue
North, Winter Park.

O"HOLIDAY WAISTLINE"

How do you watch your
waistline and still enjoy the
holidays ° Find out at a
special seminar, "Holiday
Hints for Weight Control,'' at
Winter Park Memorial
Hospital, Nov. 20 from 7 to
10 p.m. in the hospital's
Medical Library Auditorium.
Attendance to the seminar
costs $3 per person. Reservations are requested and can be
made by calling the hospital's
dietary office at 646-7449, or
mailing your check parable to
the hospital's education
·department, 200 N. Lakemont Ave., Winter Park, Fl.
32792. Tickets will also be
available at the door.

OPHI KAPPA PHI

UCF has its own chapter of
Phi Kappa Phi, which was installed in 1981. They would
like to invite all members of
the university community
who are members of Phi' Kappa Phi to join the chapter.
Support is needed. For further information in transferring membership, please con· 'tact Louise Friderici at
275-2371 or stop by her office,
ADM 282.
~----~,

ARO
AMERr
OSADAT VISITS MSU

Memphis State recently
welcomed the former first
lady of Egypt, J ihan Sadat on
campus to celebrate the opening of MSU's Institute of
Egyptian Art and Archeology.
.
.
Highlighting the day's activities was the opening of the
only Egyptian gallery exhibit
in the Southeast, and Sadat's
unsheathing of a marble 'plaque which reads "Institute of
Egyptian Art ~nd Archeology, Memphis State
University, Established Oct.
15, 1984."
20 percent of the classes, said
Director of Admissions,
Henry H. Hoffman.
"The number of females applying increased significantly
during the early 70's," said
Hoffman. In 1971, 82 females
applied and by 1974 that
number increased to 20 4 . To-

•
..
•
•
•

OWOMEN TO ENROLL

The number of women applying for admission to
University of Alabama at Birmingham> s · School of
Medicine has nearly tripled in
the last 15 years and today
women account for more than
day, the UAB school of
medicine offers one-third of
all its slots to women.''
DBODY PASSING
Body passing has returned
to the University of Wisconsin, and it's got school officials worried and baffled.
The practice of. passing a
student (almost always
females) up over the heads of
rows of football fans first .ap.p eared at Badger games
about four years ago. .Ah;nost
immediately there were injuries, broken arms and a
skull fracture and the university moved to curb the prac ·
tice.
Police videotapes of the student · section showed that at
any given moment in a game
as many as five women are being passed through the
crowd, which means as many
as 200 total may be passed,
and molested, during the
course of a game. A close look
at the tap~s and spot interviews of the participants
showed many of the women
being passed either did not
object to the passing or actually encouraged it, says Lt.
Gary Moore of the University
of Wisconsin Police.
If body passing is a fad, it is
possible another fad may
replace it. At Wisconsin's
homecoming game "The
Wave" made its first appearance. The popularityof
the wave phenomenon
diminished the body passing
at that game. Only 16 people
were ejected. "It is hard to
pass bodies when you're standing up and sitting down,"
says Moore.
compiled by Salli Sanguiliano
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UCF to profit by amendments.passedby Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Amendments seven and eight appeared on this year's ballot along
with other important issues for Floridians to vote on. Now that both of
these amendments have been approved, how will they affect UCF&
Amendment .seven is an amendment to specify the projects for which
state and general bonds may be
issued, to provide an exception to the

•

limit imposed on the total outstanding principal of such bonds, to allow
such bonds to be combined for purposes of sale and to allow state
revenue bonds to be payable from
rent or fees paid from state tax
revenues.
According to UCF President Dr.
Trevor Colbourn, "At this time it is
difficult to predict what affect propositions seven and eight will have on
UCF, but I am hoping it will help
with some of our financial needs."

Join in great American· smoke out to fight ·
by Mike Rhodes
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•

•

•

•

and the state should recognize that if
not by this means, then they should
support it by other means.,,
Amendment eight provides for the
levYing of gross receipts pursuant to
Chapter 203, Florida Statutes, as provided by law to authorize the continuation of the funding of public
education capital outlay bonds for
construction of public school, vocational education, community college,
schools for the deaf and blind, and
university buildings.

The amendment could allow the
building of dorms with money obtained from state bonds.
Amendment seven also shows an
affect on Orlando and the state. According to Joe Mittiga, assistant to
Orlando mayor Bill· Frederick, "It
(amendment seven) is a good move.
My feelings about it are paralleled to
the mayor's ideas. Florida is a growing state; by the year 2000 it is
predicted to be the third largest state,
and education should keep the pace

The eighth annual ''Great American Smokeout''
is scheduled for November 15 and will be sponsored
at UCF by Kappa-Delta sorority and the American
Cancer Society. The event is a nationwide effort to
get smokers to give up cigarettes for 24 hours.
The Smokeout was observed nationwide for the
first time in 1977 and since has spread throughout
the world. Estimates from the ACS said that just
under 36 percent of American smokers participated
in the event last year: Eight percent of those made
it through 24 hours and almost two weeks later
four percent were still not smoking.
This year's goal is rather conservative compared
to last year's results. ACS hopes to get one out of
every five smokers to give up their habits for a day.
On the eve of Smokeout day, the Public Broadcasting System will feature a national television
special called "Breathing Easy." In addition .f\CS
will have a hotline set up for smokers to call for en-

I

AMERICAN
(J}CANCER
~SOCIETY®

couragement and advice. The number is
1-900-210-KWIT.
The theme for last year's smokeout was "Adopt a
Smoker" and it is returning. The theme, stressed
by the Smokeout chairman Larry Hagman, urges
ex-smokers and friends to "adopt" smokers for the
day and see them through it.
Kappa Delta is collaborating with the local
chapter of ACS to promote the smokeout on campus.
One of the more interesting slogans for the day is
"be a quitter." ACS is also offering helpful tips to
get smokers through the day. Some of them are

deep breathing, rewards,. and exercising to break
the tension that smokers initially suffer from after
giving up their habits.
The health hazards, while already well known,
pose a staggering danger to the populous, and most
especially to women. For a long time, statistics
regarding men were overwhelming. But since 1963
th~ number of women experiencing problems has
doubled almost three times over.
If a woman smokes, her chances of developing
lung cancer are two to three times greater than tha t
of a non-smoking woman. Pregnant woman who
smoke have a higher rate of miscarriages, stillbirths, premature births, and complications of
pregnancy. Many more than that of a non-smoking
woman .
The costs of smoking seem to far outweigh any
benefits, even monetarily. Cigarette related
medical bills for women smokers can add up to an
average of over $20,000 over a lifetime.
The number of female smokers has almost even
caught up with the number of men, due in large
part to many men giving up the habit.
'

INTER~AMERICAN STUDE~TS ASSOCIATION
FILM SERIES

•

*NOVEMBER 13*
'MEXICO - THE FROZEN REVOLUTION'
•
THE FILM'S EXAMINATION OF MODERN DAY MEXICO INCLUDING SCENES OF THE PRESIDENTIAL

•

ELECTION OF

Luis

ECHEVERRIA; THE DEPICTION OF A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

A:

TENANT FARMER;

THE LIVING CONDITIONS AND CUSTOMS OF INDIAN C~MMUNITIES; PLUS INTERVIEWS WITH AGING
VETERANS OF ZAPATA'S LEGIONS.

.

'THE LIFE AND POETRY OF JULIA DEBURGOS'
A

HALF HOUR DOCU-DRAMA PORTRAYING THE LIFE AND WORK OF THIS GREAT PUERTO RICAN

POET.

*NOVEMBER 27*
'BITTER CANE'
AWARD-WINNING DOCUMENTARY, FILMED IN HAITI, TAKES AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT THE HISTORY OF
THE CARIBBEAN NATION.

*DECEMBER 4*
'AVENUE OF THE AMERICA'S'
THE FILM INCLUDES EXTENSIVE FOOTAGE OF CHILE DURING THE ALLENDE YEARS.

THESE FILMS WILL BE SHOWN IN ENGINEERING

336

FROM

7:30 - 9:00

P.M.

ALL STUDENTS ARE

INVITED!

.

I

n:u·AME1tn·A
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·Popular author visits UCF·campus
by JennHer Machtel
.FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The Student Association for Media along with
the area of Educational Media studies will be sponsoring popular author Robert Newton Peck's visit
to UCF, Nov. 19.
Peck has written such books as the Soup Series,
The Day No Pi,gs Would Die, Clunie, The Seminole
Seed, or his latest efforts Soup's and Dukes. According to Dr. Richard Cornell, assistant professor of
Educational Media and Instructional Technology,
if you recognize any of these titles then you know
about the amazing Peck, If none of these titles
sound familiar, then this is the chance to meet the

famed author of books for children and adults. It is
also a chance to get an autographed copy of one of
his books.
Peck will be at UCF in room 125 of the Education
Building from 5-8 p.m. Peck has waived his usual
fees, and everyone is invited to attend. Viewers of
WFTV-Channel 9 can see one of Peck's works Soup
for President, on an ABC special which will air on
Nov. 24 at noon. This show comes right in time
with the recent elections.
Peck will discuss such topics as secrets of successful fiction; fiction is folks;- and his ~olorful
piano rendering of an assortment of melodies,
possibly even a version of his "The Chappaquiddick Rag." According to Peck he views satire as an
honorable sword. That's why during his speeches

In the past Peck has been a farmer, a soldier (a
machine gunner in WWI), a lumberjack, a football
player and a hog butcher. The hardest job on
Earth, according to Peck, is being a father or
mother. He added that the most noble job in the
world is being a teacher. A good one has to believe
in himself, get kids to believe in him, then get them
to believe in themselves. As Peck sees it, an author
turns his furrow and sows ·his seed somewhere between a farm and a school.
he sits at a piano and sings "The Chappaquiddick
Rag."
Peck does not consider himself a writer of adolescent literature; his books are for readers, not age
groups. He says he tries to spin yarns that are
strong aJ?-d clean as it is art's duty to uplift.

Police department focuses on parking security
by Joanne w. Terry

the car door. Approximately $199 in patrolling the parking lots more fremerchandise was stolen.
quently. There will also be undercover
There were three other break-ins in . surveillances of parking lots."
The UCF Police Department is October that resulted in loss of pro"The Student Parking Patrols go
focusing its attention on parking lot_ perty and damage to cars. Two cars in _through all of the lots from 8 a.m. to 8
security after a fourth car burglary Lot Six and one car in Lot Seven were p.m. looking for violations of decals
and theft was reported this past burglarized within a two week period. and parking procedures. They have
week.
The UCF Police Department is tak- radios and if they see anything
The latest break-in occured in Lot ing steps to stop the burglaries. Lt. unusual they call the police departEight, sometime between 3 a.m. Oct. James T. Green, chief investigator, ment," Torpy said.
29 and 9:30 p.m. Oct. 30. Police said, "We are increasing the active
speculate someone used a tool to open patrol so that uniformed officers are
The Student Escort Patrol also has

FUTURE CORRESPONDENT

Hunger
Week
observed
by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

UCF will be . sponsoring
World Hunger Week Nov. 12
to Nov. 16. The purpose of
this event is "to help feed the
starving children in the third
world countries, such as India," said Mary Sullivan,
publicity coordinator for
world hunger week.
World Hunger Week is
comrrised of four separate
programs, the first of which is
a donation drive. There will be
tables set up around the UCF
campus. "I am hoping the
response of the students at
UCF to the donation drive is
successful," said Sullivan.
The next important program is the observation of a
fast. The idea is to have
students support hunger
week by skipping a meal and
donating the money to Oxfam
America. "Oxfam America is
an organiza_tion to help stop
world hunger by buying food
and distributing _it to the
needy," said Sullivan.
On Nov. 15 there will be an
observation in · the Student
Center Auditorium at noon.
''The observance is an educational and informational
meeting about Oxfam
America. Philip Shafer and
Hardy Sandin wiU host the
meeting and answer any questions,'' she said.
Finally, S.A.G.A. (the UCF
student food service) will be
working with the world
hunger week. "They will, at
your request, remove a meal
from your meal card and
donate the money to Oxfam
America,'' said Sullivan.

radios and operate all over campus.
Green also urges anyone who sees
something that looks out of place or
unusual to call the police. "It would
just take a minute. Take a look at •
what the person is doing and how you
would describe him,'' he said.
Torpy added that people should not
be reluctant to make a phone call,
even if it turns out to be nothing.

,~~-=--.=========================================================::::::;~~~

IN 1960, THE PILL GAVE
.WOMEN A NEW FREEDOM.
IN 1984,THE SPONGE GNES
.· WOMEN ANEW CHOICE

•

•

•
•
•

. :.,;.·,.,.;. ,...;.. ,
.
It's been a long time.Twenty-four years,
,. ,. .
·;;.)-:;;., and there hasn't been a sensible new option
. ~:ji~~~ri..:·":_:,~:-~'.!,~;" ,.. in birth control.
·
.··:·:,;r;~!tt ;t:='1r:;:ttf-~ ·
Until Today.™ Today, the 24-hour
;#~¥ '1
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective:" It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have been sold.
.
Of course , you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient
12-pack.
And the Today Sponge is .the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today TalkLine. If you have any questions, or you're just
wondering if }he Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-223-2329. (In California, 800-222-2329.)
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the prqtection you need. But,
best of all, you have another choice you never had before.
·
Until Today.

.-----------------------

SAVE $1.00

ON 1WO 3-PACKS OR ONE 12-PACK.
To Consumer L1m1t one coupon per purchase Good only on products designated Consume1 pays
sales tax To Retailer We will reimburse you the face value of this coupon plus S.08 handling
p1ov1ded that you and the consumer have complied with the terms ot our coupon ofter This
coupon 1s good only when redeemed by you horn a consumer al time of purchasing the
spec1f1ed product Any other use constitutes fraud. Redemptions not honored
through brokers or other outside agencies. Invoices showing your
purchase or sufficient stock to cover all coupons must be shown upon
request Vmd 1f prohibited. taxed or restncted This coupon m nontransferable. non·ass19nable. non-reproducible Cash value 1t20th of
$ 01 Offer g_ood only m US.A Redeem by mailing 10 VU Corporation.
PO 801 4400. Clinton Iowa 52734

*Clinical tcs~ have wnduJl.'d that w1.m1<.'n can expect an annual dft', · 1wnl·s.~ rate of H9-9J";, 1f thl'y use the Ttl..lay Spc.ingl' consistently
and acrnrdmg m lahd msrru.:non~ C 19, 4 VU C.1rp. 'foJay anJ Tl •.: Spc.mgc arc rradcmarks 11i VU C.irr

•
•
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DRIVERS

U.S. population cons~es 74 percent
of alcohol. Most Americans drink,
and more than 80 :Percent admit to
driving after drinking. Drunk driving
acddents are the most frequently
committed violent crime in the
United States. The NHTSA notes
The judge also decides the revocation that relatively few problem drinkers,
period. Mandatory attendance is re- approximately seven percent of the
quired at a substance abuse education drivin population, account for more
course.
than 66 percent of all alcohol related
fatal crashes.
If a driver refuses to take a breath
test for alcohol, their license is
A recent AllState Insurance Comautomatically suspended for six mon- pany study · revealed that drunk
ths, according to Poff. The second drivers cost American taxpayers
time a person refuses to take the test, $21-24 billion a 'year. "In most inthe state of Florida suspends the stances, someone with a drunk drivlicense for one year. The courts can ing conviction will have to pay more
also suspend a license for a longer than twice the normal insurance
period of time if they choose to. Poff rates," said William B. Snyder, presisaid offenders can . be convicted dent and chief executive officer of
without a breathalizer test, but it is a Government Employees Insurance
back up tool for the officer's observa- Company. "For a young male, for
whom rates are the highest, this
tion.
might mean paying as much as
According to the U.S. Department $2,000 to 3,000 a year for auto inof Transportation, 15 percent of the surance premiums," he said.
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FROM PAGE 1

tend to drive are handled with kid gloves by the
dividuals. It was called prohibition. As alcohol campus police. "We would like to not to have to
abuse continued, and it even got worse, prohibition deal with the problem at all. People should know
was soon dropped. The control approach, even their limits. When we do find someone on campus
though it is wrong, is very popular. It is a lot easier · that is under the influence attempting to drive, we
to accept the quick fix of control than to develop lock their car and tell them to go to their campus
comprehensive program~ which foster responsible dorm and sleep it off," smd Ronald Seacrist, direcattitudes and decisions about drinking.
tor of public safety and police.
Education seems to help. Programs to inform
Seacrist would like ·to see some sort of driving
people on the dangers and penalties of drinking and service on campus after parties are thrown. "We
driving have come a long way in the last couple of would like to start some kind of shuttle service to
years. People have become more aware of the keep those people who are drunk ·off 't he roads. It
dangers of alcohol and the penalties for being ar- has been done at other colleges around the nation
rested in an automobile while under the influence so it is not a new concept," said Seacrist.
are steep.
Marsha Cotty, crime prevention coordinator for
Students who are intoxicated on campus and in- UCF, feels that if the problem of the drunk driver

on campus can be stopped before he enters the car,
we will all be ahead of the game. ''Say if five people
go to a ·party, one should be designated not to
drink. That person could drink soft drinks that
night. The people driving home from that party
would be safe and the people on the roads with
them would also be safe,'' said Cotty.
With the help of people like Virgil Schenck of
Miller Beer and the Alcohol Information Center on
the campus of UCF, ·people are slowly becoming
aware of the dangers of driving and drinking.
Alcohol related accidents on our highways will
never be wiped out completely. Perhaps through
the years though, people will take on more responsibility and finally learn that driving and drinking
do not mix.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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House-Sit For Yo11r Folks .

• •

Andhelp~emearn

while you learn!

SUSSEX·
2 Bed/2 Bath.'lbWnhonie VilJas
Froin Only $48,900!
.

.

.

Instead of throwing -away tertahunent, shopping, eniploy~
nioney by renting, tell your nient prospects, and main highparents to :make a sniart niove ways. A niodern conun'1lrlty of
. . . by purchasing a villa at Sus- spacious, thoughtfully designed
sex Place! With nionthly pay- townho111e vil1as, Sussex Place of- .
nients as low as $325*, it's the fers all the amenities you deserve
perfect hedge against inflation to help you unwind after a long
for your folks, and the perfect day at U.C.F.
honie for you while
~o, while your parWestinghouse
you're in school!
ents are investing in
fl:.
Sussex Place, locatyour future,·they can
~o
~
ed conveniently off
be investing in their
w
U.C.F.
m
:;:
Alafaya Trail, is just
own, too. Build hoine· Colonial Dr.
minutes front the canlowner equity for your
pus, and also close to
~
parents with R.C.A.'s
East-wes\
s1 :sst:x Pl.ALr.
fine restaurants, en. smart 1nove to Sussex
Place.
Curry Ford Rd.

D
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OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393
1/8 Mile East of Alafaya Trail
on Highway 50

Clllltom Financing Available

* $48,900 sale price. $46,450 mar.gage
amount. Based on 7 V2% conventional
30-yearfinancing. 13% APR. Interest
rates subject to change w ithout notice .
Full details at Sales Office.

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

'l t'fiac •Lfeqancc :1-fl!cf.;; ~7l//;1rd~1bili'ti1!
A D1v1s1on of Residential Commu~ities ot Amer~ca

c
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Services offer funand games at UCF
by Ted Young

involve golf, disc golf and tennis. Spring leagues

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Open facilities are offered by Recreational Services. "We provide the facilities, supervision, control and reservations if necess~y," said Knutson .
Some of these facilities include an exercise fitness
trail, multipurpose .fields, tennis courts, swimming
pool, and a dance studio, to name a few. If you do
not have the equipment for these activities, Recreational Services takes care of that too. They have a
free equipment checkout.

The life of a student is spent studying, working,
more studying and attending classes. But beyond
the struggle of academic life lays the alternative
that Recreational Services has to offer to students.
"Our purpose," said Loren Knutson, director of
recreational services, ''is to serve the students. We
want to provide well administered opportunities for
high quality sports and recreational participation."
There are four categories of activities included
under the maim heading; Intramurals, Open
Facilities, The Rec Milers Club and General Programs.

are basketball, soccer, softball and floor hockey.
Tournaments are in racquetball, golf and disc golf.
Registered students, faculty and staff can enter
these programs. Individuals who do not have access to a team are invited to join by signing up at
the Office of Recreational Services. An, attempt is
made in each sport to form at least one team of individuals who sign up like this.

"Intramurals is a competitive process," said
Knutson. It is divided into fall, spring and summer
sessions. In the fall leagues include flag football,
v~lleyball and three man basketball. Tournaments

The Rec Milers club is designed to help the sWimmer, jogger or bicycler work towards a specific goal
and to have their efforts recorded as progress is
made.
The final area is general programs. The first of
these is the Santa Claus Christmas Calls. "We
make phone calls to children from ages three to
six," said Knutson. Last year around 100 calls were
made after parents filled out an information sheet.
They also do screen printing and have student
work opportunities. "any student can apply. Work
study students are hired first and then general
students, "commented Knutson.
"We are expanding into the community in order
to serve the community more and involve the
greater Orlando area in the university," said Knutson.

Johnny's offers $1,000 prize for best suggestion
by Jennifer Machtel

•

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

A familiar Orlando restaurant has
now been in business for 30 years.
Johnny's Pizza Palace started in 1955
with 16 stools and has built its
reputation with customers and has
expanded to seat over 400 people.
Despite the name "Pizza .Palace"
Johnny's serves a variety of Italian
foods as well as steaks. It has a
lounge and does a lot of catering outside of the restaurant. The establish-

•
•

me?t has a party room available
which ~eats 100 people.
Pres1den~ of,~he_restaurant, Johnny
Brenner said, most of our cu~tomers
come because of our reputation. We
serve good food and they want to
c~I?e back. W,e are also in a highly
visible area, nght ne1:t to the ~astWest Expressv:ay, which helps:
Brenner
is . a
prominent
restaurateur and will be featured. on
the· cover of Restaurateur Magazi~e.
He ~so ~tm:ted t~e Food -Service
Credit Umon m Flo~da. Brenner say~
that he has been m the restaurant
business for many years and has had

many different establishments.
Johnny's will soon be undergoing
some renovation simply because of
· the age of the establishment. Brenner
said that he would like to get the input of the people who eat there as to
what should be changed. "I would
like to get out-of-house rather than in1\ouse ideas to help with the renovation," said Brenner.
All of this in mind, Johnny;s is
sponsoring a contest to see who can
come up with the "Greatest · Idea
Ever" for drawing customers to the
restaurant. Johnny's, which is
located at 4908 Lake Underhill Rd. in

$5 off with $20 or more purchase
•
~

~~

~ELTIJVc

~o

~

Orlando will give away $1,000 on Dec.
1 to the pers~n who offers the best
idea.
To be eligible to win all that you
must do is fill out an entry blank that
you will receive with any purchase of
$5 at Johnny's. Simply fill in name,
address and phone number and drop
it in the entry box. The winner will be
selected based on originality, cost for
implementing and . feasibility. You
can enter as mariy times as you like,
but orily one entry per $5 purchase.
The drawing will be held Dec. 1 bet~
ween the hours of 3-8 p.m. at
Johnny's.

-DON'T TRADE
THAT CAR!
·Let the experts make your car
run like new againl

-

Relax with good friends ...
Enjoy intimate, leisurely dining,
delicious_fondue selections.

MOTORS
TRANSMISSIONS
Repaired • Overhauled • Rebuilt

AUTO·REBUILDERS
MAITLAND
500 EAST HORA!IO
PHONE 628-1134

422·2222

OPEN DAILY
AT 6:00

Free To.wing - Easy Credit

. UCF DISCOUNT

$195
A Strand
Orig. $5.95

,t.aige"selection of colors. ~~
Clasps start at $1.00

JACKSON'S
GIFTS & ACCESSORIES

.
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A.C.U.I.
Tournament
Cynthia Rowland
authoress of

"The Monster Within"

Pool &
Ping· Pong.

1

November 17 & 18·
1st,

2nd

& 3rd Place

.
Trophies
i
I

.,

1·
)
I

For More Info Contact
Dr. Eaker 275-2811

I

I

--~e--"-~~- •PAC is funded through the Activities and Service Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of the University of Central Florida.

3rd cinnual

·

·
m

'84 CALENDAR
Presale begins November 14!
Presale
calendars
just . $5
available every Mon, Tue, Wed, &
Friday in SC 215.
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by Cad McKnight
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Republicans win democratic decision
·(!/'
t. AI1
...-

voters go. It was more a personality race
rather than one of issues," she said. Reagan,
F~TURE STAFF WRITER
according to Benson, will not have it as easy
Orange County voters spent many devoted in passing legislation due to a greater number
hours waiting in line to vote in this year's of Democrats elected to the House.
election. Diligently, patriotic citizens waited
Dr. Elliot Vittes, also a professor in the
as long as three hours in the cold weather to political science department, said that the
cast their ballots. It is said that this year House gained some Democratic representa·
there was a greater voter turnout than there . tion. He felt that although Reagan was rehad been in some time.
elected it did not broaden his base. "It was
Conversations of people in line ranged from not a landslide election. A landslide would be
picking the better of two' evils in the presiden· if the president won and brought in a lot of
tial race to voting straight party ticket all the his p~ty with him, which did not happen. It
way across. And as we all know, President was more of a personal win than an issues
Reagan will remain in office for another four win. He will still have trouble in legislating
years.
his programs." Vittes does not see a very big
Cindy Benson, professor in the political change now or in the next few years.
science department commented that she saw Republicans, Democrats, or Libertarians, we
no major changes from the election. ''The are all free. Free to make our choice and to
election doesn't reflect a major shift as far as speak out for that choice in our democratic
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - system
by Jennifer Machtel

•
•
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President Reagan

UFF
FROM PAGE"l

uwoman to Woman care •••
offering choices in
·childbirth and women's health.

11

For womeq seeking a new approach to their health care.
For families who feel that-childbirth is an intensely personal,
totally involved experience and a joyous social event.

•

GynecologicaJ Services
• Pap & yearly check-ups
• Premarital exams
• Biri11 Control
• Breast exams
• Family planning
•.Outpatient gynecological
problems
• Fertility awaren~
• Herpes support and information
• Pregnancy options counseling

Birthing Services
• Pregnancy testing
• Full laboratory services
• Comprehensive prenatal care
• lndividualired birth plans
• Newborn evaluation and early
discharge
• Prepared childbirth classes
• Nutrition and exercise counseling
• Breast feeding support
• Sibling preparation and
parenting support

The Florida Academic Congress, a rival organization, is
based on both the state and
national level. It is under the
supervision of a representative from the American
Federation of Teachers who
assisted the FAC during the
election, who said that the
body was formed in an effort
to offer an alternative to the
UFF. "Instead of resorting to
name-calling and accentuating differences, we seek
an area of agreement. We ac·
cent ways of agreement by being partners with the
legislature to secure
funding.'' The U:fF, he noted,
failed to do that but had

brought about the polarization between the administration and UFF in an un·
necessary and counterprOductive way."
Despite its defeat, the F AC
feels as though it will be able
to secure more support for
victory in the next election if
the UFF fails to provide effec·
tive representation. Jensen
said that he is pleased so far
with the success of the FA~,
and "in view of the fact that
we were only formed eight
months ago, we made a good
job of it."
UFF president Weatherford encourages support from
FA~ members, and those who
are unhappy with the UFF to
''get involyed to change it.

RENT·A·RHYTHM
Live DJ for Parties
Book Now for Holidays

(305) 291·4 777
1010 Arthur Avenue• Orlando, Florida 32804 •
(one block. off Edgewater Drive - across from Bishop Moore High School)

REASONABL.E

282·4499

Special Beginnings Birth ~ Gynecology
Center offers nurse-midwifery care
in a personalized, supportive and
home-like atmosphere. ,

THE HAIR. SHOP
erecision Style - ~ut $8.00

()pecitJ! 93eginn1'7gs

BIRTH &GYNECOLOGY CENTER,

INC.

~• ·
FULl ~RVICE SAt.:ON
~WALK~INS-. WELCOME
_.
105CW t:. Colonial Dr.

.

(Winn Dixie Center)
· ' ~ION PARK

282 1700

Dally 9·5 &Thurs. tll

a·

C.::-
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commentary

CREIG

50THf(f6A
LAN'OG LlbE .. ,

EWING
A perennial member of the Top 10
Gri:Pe list on any college campus,
ranking somewhere below whining
about no parking and just above
grumbling about being approached
by College Republicans and
members of other religious cults, is
complaining about useless, filler
classes one must endure in pursuing
a major.
UCF is certainly not exempt from
such bellyaching (take it from someone who switches majors every
full moon), but close inspection
shows that some of the bitching
isn't justified.
. ·
Take my current major, English,
please. Sorry. English majors are required to demonstrate ''a proficiency
in one modern foreign language.''
At first glance that might seem
extreme. Why should English majors, who at least have to know one
language better than most students,
be the ones forced to take another
language? Why not make business
majors work for a change?
Surprisingly, it is a case of the
university actually using common
sense. English Li~ majors will eventually run out of things to read in
the English language. If they are
forced to be proficient in a foreign
language, they have another whole
country's literature from which to
choose.
Creative writing majors benefit
also. Their chances of finding a job
are negligible, but are increased
twofold by their ability to look for
work in another country.
UCF even shows symmetry in requiring foreign language majors to
take literature classes.
The College of Engineering also
has its stuff together. In my
catalog, the first class listed in the
core requirements for all engineering
majors is Economics ·I. They are going to milke loads of money, so they
might as well learn what to do with
it.
History majors have even less .of a
chance of landing a job than creative
writing majors, so they are given
mercy. They have no required
courses and no restricted electives.
Although UCF exhibits significant
foresight, it doesn't go quite far
enough.
For example, prelaw political
science majors should be absolutely
required-none of this CLE Ping or
substituting other courses- to take
a class in advertising. These ''If you
are killed in an auto accident, you
can sue for a lot of money'' commercials by lawyers are an affront even
to that often sleazy profession and
an embarrassment to television
(which is actualy quite an accomplishment).
I'm not trying to suggest that
physical education majors should
take physics or that education majors should actually get an education, it is just nice to see that UCF
is taking an interest in what happens to:students after graduation.

VICKI

WHITE
The Florida Bar has decided that
it wants to see Rosemary Furman
hung up by her elbows. You
remember Furman, don't you- the
woman who dispensed advice along
with forms for simple legal matters,
such as uncontested qivorces and
wills? The sort of stuff that most
lawyers will charge you up into
three figures to do?
I

Reagan victory baffles
Rather's general sensibilities
President Reagan's landslide victory in Tuesday's election was undoubtedly the boldest statement the American people have ever made to the
world in our Jime. Yet for all the good that came out of this election, the
television media could do little more than look for the bad.
It was not altogether unpredictable. Television newsmen are without
rivals when it comes to creating issues out of thin air. More often than not,
candidates are baffled by the shear absurdity of most impromptu questions.
Never was the situation so clear as Tuesday night.
At great issue Tues.day was President Reagan's coattail effect. The question raised by CBS's Dan Rather set the tone for the entire circus-like evening. As the evening progressed, it became evident that Republicans running
for office were not necessarily winning. Rather rationalized that the public
liked Reagan, but were not supporting his stand and principles locally. r
Could "the public" do this? Certainly not, and it is insulting that Dan
Rather assumes that we vote fcir the party and not for the man, or woman,
running for office.
Often the media and ·political analysts and campaign strategists forget
that public phenomenon cannot be generalized and honed down to raw
figures. More and more, we are asserting ourselves according to our consciences and not necessarily based on what Dan Rather says every night at
6:30 p.m.
·
Dan Rather must be having nightmares right now. No doul?t he is considering hanging himself because Reagan won 49 states, leaving Rather
stumped for regional explanations. At least he got to explain to us why
Mondale won Minnesota. Talk about insight.
Could Rather explain why the coattail effect did not necessarily hold true?
Is that why Republican Rob Quartel lost to Democrat Bill Nelson for Congress? One would venture to assume that because Nelson was the incumbent and had name recognition, he was re-elected and certainly not because
he did anything for his constituents.
It all boils down.to the simple fact that this election was not a question of
what party a candidate is in or what church he or she goes to or for that matter whether or not it's a he or she. America voted for whoevet would keep
her secure yet bold, liberal yet conservative. America and Americans, over
90 million, voted their conscience.
·
That is something Dan Rather has yet to understand.

-Mike Rhodes
Editor in Chief

The whole case against Furman
has been nothing more than a matter of a group of egocentric, greedy
individuals looking out for
themselves, making sure that no one
gets the pie but them. The legal profession has degenerated, for the
most part, to a bunch of prima donnas who are so intent on making a
bunch of big fast bucks for
themselves that they ride roughshod
over both the spirit of the law and
the rights of the individual.
Furman was not even granted a
trial by a jury of her peers. Her
lawyer made this reque~t, but it was
turned down by the Florida Supreme
Court because the case was supposedly not serious enough to merit
a trial by jury. I guess they conveniently decided to ignore .the
. possibility of prejudice in the interest of covering their rear ends.
A few ye~s ago, my sister was
contemplating a law career. She asked a lawyer, who is also a friend of
the family if he would write a letter
of recommendation for her. He refused. Why?
didn't want the competition. After talking to another
lawyer who told her there is no such
thing as an honest lawyer, she hung
it up and decided to become a conglomerate.

He

The Bar isn't even happy with the
fact that they have run her out of
business. Self-righteously, they
declare that she must sit in jail for a
month because ''If there is not a
strong enough action in this case,
there will be absolutely no deterrent
effect at all," says Bar president
Gerald Richman. I wonder what he
would con~ider a ''strong
deterrent'' -20 years to life,
perhaps?

The most galling aspect of the entire situation is that. Richman also
states that Furman was in this
business simply to make money and
Pamela Glmson
Robert Molpus
gave her clients bad advice. Sounds
General Manager Production Manager
like a classic case of the pot calling
Vicki White
Jeff Glick
the kettle black to me. I wonder how
© Managing Editor
Art Director
much he charges a person to sit
Editorial 275·2601
Jennifer Machtel Timothy K. Barto
there and listen to him spout off a
Business 275·2865
News Editor
Photography Editor
bunch of obscure Latin terms for an
Richard Truett
Kevin E. Kelley
hour. I had to pay a lawyer $45 for
Features Editor
Advertising Director
a simple little paper that gave my
Don Wittekind
Mlkell Rhodes
Cheri Milewski
parents custody of my son while I'm
Sports Editor
Editor in Chief
Ad Production Manager away at school-something that prcr
letters to the editor must be typed and must Include the author's signature, major and phone number. All letters are subbably took him and his secretary
)ecl to editing and become the copyrighted property of The Future. If cause Is shown, the writer's name will be withheld
upon request.
about ten minutes to draft, type,
and notarize.
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D Ewing needs muzzle .
Editor:
Creig Ewing has some nerve. In his last article he
reported on the fact that the College Republicans
had set up a table near the Mock Election. He also
said, "College Republicans should be issued
muzzles.''
How about the Libertarians' table? It had been
there a week already, obviously because somebody
knew ahead of time where the election was to be
held and decided to camp out early.
Placing a table there and voicing, however loud,
our beliefs would not have changed anyone's mind
on the spot. So what harm did we do?
I think Creig Ewing has done much more harm
by casting aspersions on the character of the College Republicans. He should be given a muzzle.

LETTERS
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D Court selection biased

Editor:
As a student and a member of the Greek system,
I would like to reveal to the majority of the
students at UCF the unfair happenings concerning
Hoecoming King and Queen elections.
First of all, the candidates were not elected by
the students but by a selection committee chosen
by a few particular students. These few students
also organized voting polls, photo shots of the candidates, counting of ballots, and so on. I believe
Kay Craven that students should be able·to choose candidates.
Recording Secretary In this way more people would vote because they
College Republicans know who they are voting for.

(I

My main complaint, though, involves a situation
which I would guess 80 percent of the students did
not know of. This is the runoff between candidates
in each category. Yes, even though figures were not
shown, the Homecoming staff claimed that there
was a tie between three candidates in each
category.
This is not the presidential election folks. If it
was, where do the voters come in? This runoff was
held the last two days of Homecoming Week and
was kept to a minimum.
I personally ran all over campus Thursday before
1 p.m. and could not find the voters table. On Friday I tried again only to find the stand closed down
by 3:30 p.m. I called later at 6 p.m. but the office
was closed.
So for all those who did not know of the runoff,
think about it. Are you letting others run the
school?

H~w . do you feel about the proposed raise of the d·rinking age to 21?

Bret Feeney/Future

•

1) . Dave Spain: ''Hurts 2) Isabel Faura: "I'm for it. We ~3) Todd Miner: "I don't agree
economy, bad for tourism, should raise it because saving with it. It hurts restaurant and
especially Spring Break. It's lives is much more important." bar owners. Besides, it won't
the resp0nsibility of the bar
solve ,the problem."
owners. I'M oooosed to it.'~

-4) John Reran: "I'm opposed
because it won't stop people
from drinking. We need to
educate them about the drinking prol?lem."

5) A~am dhrzan: "I'm opposed
to it because if you're. old
enough to be drafted and be a
legal adult you're old enough
tpo drink."

We bleed black and gold.
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Classified·
for sale
Fro sale '82 Escort. PS, PB, AC,
Stereo. Sliver w/maroon Interior.
For Info call 657-2128.
Is It true you can buy Jeeps for S44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
todayl
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext.689.
'73 Impala. Runs good. New trans,
reg gas. Call 273-5203 after 4
p.fl\
Car audio-Jensen eqa. 5000
ampllfler-equallzer (50 w) plus 1
pr. Jensen J2203 6 x 9 100 watt
speakers. All In orlglnal boxes! Call
Steve 277-6022.
'73 Maverick. Lt. blue, new engine
and transmission. Looks and runs
great. Call Mark 275-2820 between 9-5. ·Best offer.
Small Remington _portable
typewriter. Just serviced. 575. call
676-1478.
Seequa Chameleon portable
computer is IBM compatible, MSDOS operating system Wlll run IBM
PC software, 128K memory, double sided disk drive and 9"
monitor bullt in to rugged protable case, comes with Perfect
Writer Word Processor, Perfect
Cale. spreadsheet and all
manuals, Mannesman Spirit ·
printer with cable is Included.
$1795 complete. Call 788-6109 for
demo appt.

Home for rent from 1st week Jan. to
1st week June 1985. 4 bedroom 2 .
both, screen In porch, large family
room, large dining room, central
heat and air. Completely furnished. Please call (305) 671-7942
evenings or weekends, or write
501 London Rd. Winter Park, FL32792.
UCF area. 2 bedoom, 2 bath.
Washer/dryer and dishwasher.
5425 per month. S250 deposit.
Call Gary 27S:.9257.

tdeal faculty. Two bedroom, two
bath villa condominium. Garage
door opener, custom draperies,
microwave, patio, extras. One
year lease. 5550 per month. 15
minutes from UCF. 677-7061.
Place A36. 1, 2, 3 brs, 2 pools, tennis. Reeves Realty. 629-5533.
Duplex, beautiful 2 bedroom, 2
bath, washer, dryer, air, wall to wall
carpet, all appliances. 1/2 mile to
UCF. Nice yard. 5425/mo.
293-1908.
APT.
AVAIL.
IMMED.
2
bd/2bth/water and garbage. Furn.
Across from UCF. $380 per mo.
Washer/dryer Incl. 275-3439.

roomm.a te

small V-8. Good cond. 52195 o.b.o.
Call Terry 425-2122.

Individual to share new Kissimmee
home w/two professionals.
$220/mo. and share utilities.
Washer/dryer: 846-2924 after 6:30
p.m.

Motorbike for sale. '82 Honda.
Needs minor repairs. Price
negotiable. Call Rick 275-8250 5
p.m. to 10 p.m.

Female roommate needed. own
room. $165/mo. and 1/2 utilities.
$95 dep. Directly across from UCF.
I am mature and studious. Call
2 73-1946 after noon.

'77 Grand Prix. Air, auto, AM-FM,

Aloe plants, good for cuts and
burns. All sizes. Sl and up. Call Rick,
5 p.m. to l O p.m. or anytime on
weekend.
1979 Piaggio Vespa motorscooter,
125cc, helmet, and car carrying
rack included, Call 281-8489.
$450.

Roommate wanted-2 bdrm/2 l /2
bath. New furnished Tuscawilla
condo. Washer, dryer, microwave,
and more. $'25/mo. plus 1/2
utilities. 365-9175.
Roommate, female, non-smoker.
$150/mo. plus 5150 security. 2
bd./2 bth. Foxhunt Lanes.
351-5656.
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typists
Prof.
typing/translations
(Eng.-Span.) 20 yrs. exp. Foreign
elements typewriter. Fast, quality
work. Call Annie 282-2161.
TYPING-Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR, moderate rates, fast. ·
Call Susanne 277-4857.

Typing-Word Processing-Fast Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.
Professional Typist. Experienced in
all work · incl. medical and legal.
UCF empl. 1 mi. north. Marti
365-6874.
QWERTY INK, -LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.
Call otter c p.m. 788·9097
RESUMES
Deslgned/Typed-657-0079.
Word Processing· and Epitlng. Profess ion a I writer and former
English/Business
teacher.
Reasonable rates. Call Jan
855-4077.
WORDMASTERS .
"The overnight cure for the term
paper blues"
We can help you get your work
out
ACCURATELY
and
ON TIME

(The best you'll find)
$2.50/page-overnight
Both rates includeGRAMMAR
SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION
CORRECTIONS, also a free title
page
· and a report cover.
FREE PICKUP-FREE DELIVERY

Waterbeds·Rent To Own from
$7 /week, no credit check. Wizard's
Waterbed Rentals. 896-1344.
Furnished apartment. l bedroom.
Across from UCF. $300. No pets.
273-0768.
Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two both. Low security,
$450/mo. Call Lanita. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.
Furnished, spacious 2 bet. 2 bth.
across from UCF. Central air and
heat. 2-3 people $400. 4 people
$425. 273-0768. No pets.
Nice room to rent to students. 2
miles to UCF. Call 282-2440.
Beautiful executive home on large
lot. 3 bdrm. 2 both w/all amenities.
Apache Realty. 896-2076 or
295-1688.

Roommate wanted to share 3
bed. 2 bath. home In Winter Park.
$235/mo. plus util. Day 660-1984.
Ask for Martha.
Roommate wanted. 2 bedroom, 1
1/2 bath. $185/mo. plus utilities.
Call 275-9257 evenings. UCF area.
Roommate(s) neededf to share
duplex l /2 mile from campus. Rent
$225 per month, plus 1/2 utilities.
Deposit required. Available 12/15.
Call 281-8489.
Female roommate wanted. 2
bdrm., 1 1/2 bath. New townhouse
in Fox Hunt Lanes. Furnished except for bdrm. All appliances incl.
Washer /dryer,
microwave.
$200/mo. plus l /2 utilities. Call
273-0696.
Roommate wanted to share 4
bdrm. 2 both house close to UCF.
Easy going lifestyle, easy to get
along with. Not home a lot of the
time. Call Terry 277-2527.

EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelllng, grammar,
punc., and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

~olleglate
Newsp~per
,

Stop dreaming! You can work In
motion
pictures.
Colt
805-687-6000 ext. 4628.

help wanted
FLORIDA JOB OPPORTUNITIES
300 of Florida's largest employers
Employment Directory tells who,
where, and how to apply, plus
specific Job openings available in
UCF bookstore.
GOVERNMENT JOBS.
$16,559-$50,553/yr.
Call
805-687-6000 ext. R-1000.
Receptionist wanted for new
homes sales office. Some typing
required. Must be available now.
Call 281-6393 after 10 a.m.
TUTORS NEEDED
High scorers on GMAT, GRE, MCAT
who enjoy teaching needed ot
prepare others for these exams.
Excellent part time job for
graduate students. Sl 0/hr. Call
Sanford at 6 78-8400 Mon.-Fri.
Drivers, movers and sales positions
available for part time: Contact
Jerry Hart 678-9865.
Part time aerobic instructors needed. Call Nautilus Fitness Ctr.
339-5999.
Park Avenue now hiring part time
waitress. Apply within. Mon-Fri. 1-4.
4315 N. Orange Blossom Trail.
Work per your schedules. No car,
no selling. Call 275-6593 for interview.
Appointment setter needed. From
qualified lists set appointments
between classes. My phone or
yours., 54/appoint. Call Ms Berkson
at 831-0022.

24 HOURS)

WORDMASTERS

Advertise ·In
Florida's #1

Free to dog lover. Very affectionate small female puppy needs
playmate and good home. Call
678-1478.

Rates:

S1.50/page-regular

277·3980 (CALL

for rent

other

Call 275·286·5

~Future
services
Fars services. Member ATA for all
your translation needs. Call
678-4782.
Siik flowers and weddings and all
occasions. Reasonable prices.
Call Ann or Mary 275-3869.
SKI FOR LESS! Sunchase Tours
winter "Break From the Books" to
Steamboat for a week from 5144.
Hurry! Call Sunchase Tours toll free
for
more
information,
1-800-321-5911, within Colorado
1-800-621-8385 ext. 302, local
303-493-6703 or contact a Sunchase Campus Representative or
your local travel agency, todayl
·ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Orgsnization
1700 W. Colonial Driv~. Orlando
898-0921
ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Confidential, private.
Woman owned-a special approach to health care. 1240
Hillcrest off Mills dnd Colonial.
422-0606 or long distance call
free 1-800-432-"8517.
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. Confidential.
Individual counceling. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Daily/Sat. a.m. Call
425-8989.

Child care in my home. Near UCF.
Hours flexible. 365-8547.
Local tour operator looking for bilingual individuals for part time,
· holidays, and summer tour
guiding positions. Please call
855-6328.
Handyman-van needed! For
· delivery and warehouse. Flexible
hours. Wizard's Waterbed Rentals.
930 N. Mills Ave. 896-1344.

A ABLE TYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed l 00% Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepar89
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Displaywriters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees tor fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

Help needed for home cleaning
service. Flexible hours and good
starting pav. Must have car and
phone. Call 671-7463.

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405

THE FRAME FACTORY of Winter
Park is looking for l or 2 energetic
persons to fill part time openings.
Responsibili.ties include working
with customers, use of hand and
power tools or other duties. Retail
exp. helpful. 2063 Aloma Ave.
678-6240.

~ TOLL fREE 800-432-5249
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Spotlight
The University Theatre will be presenting Orchesis
II jn the Theatre Auditorium on Nov. 16 dnd 17 at 8
p.m. and ·Nov. 18 at 2 p.m. Orchesis II consists of
current works by student dancers and.
choreographers. Call 275-2862 for more information and reservations. Box office hours ore 1O a.m.
to ~ p.m. weekdays.
Cynthia Rowland, authoress · of The Monster ·
Within, will lecture on bulimia on Nov. 13 at 8 p.m.
in the Student Auditorium Center~ Admission is
free. Call Dr. Eaker at 275-2811 for more information.

At the Bars
Cheek to Cheek (644-2060)- At the Villa Nova.
839 N. Orange Avenue, Winter Park. Ramsey Lewis
will appear on Nov. '12 at 8 and 10:30 p.m. Tickets
are S15. The McCar Brothers will appear on Nov.
19 from 9 p.m. Tickets are $4 at the door. Clay
Gatton and Magic will appear 9 p.m. TuesdaysSaturdays.
Cheyenne Saloon and Opera House (422-2434)Church Street Station, downtown Orlando. The
Cheyenne Stampede appears at 9, 11, and 12:45
p.m. nightly.
J.J. Whispers (629-4779)- 904 Lee Road. Open
nightly. Whispers Showroom features a live band,
Tuesdays-Saturdays. Video Ballroom in Shouts,
from 9 p.ni. Wednesdays-Saturdays.
·Park Avenue (629-1110)- 4315 North Orange
Blossom Trail, Orlando. Contemporary music
Tuesdays and Thursdays-Saturdays.
~

Point After Lounge (273-9600)- 11599 East Colonial Drive. Open nightly with music, MondaysSaturdays.

0 1 Grady 1 s Goodtlme Emporium
(422-2434)- 129 West Church Street, downtown
Orlando. Shows are nightly at 7:30, 9:30, and ·
11 :45 p.m. with Dixie- land music by the Goodtlme
Jazz Band.
Rosie

MG and Triumph sports cars caught on ,in a big way after World War II; they were
Tim earto/Future
everything American cars weren't-fast, light, and ha~led well.

MG, Triumph: not gone
and not forgotten ·
by Richard Truett
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Movies
Altamonte Mall (834-3334)- TEACHERS and OH
GOD, YOU DEVIL.
Fashion Square (896-2571 ).. A SOLDIER'S STORY,
AMERICAN DREAMER, BODY ROCK, BODY DOUBLE,
THE RAZOR'S EDGE, and NO SMALL AFFAIR.
Interstate 6 (831-J050)- RIVER RAT, COUNTRY, NO
SMALL AFFAIR, BODY DOUBLE,
PLACES IN THE
HEART, and ALL OF ME.
Parkwood Plaza (293-4753)- TERROR IN THE AISLES
and TEACHERS.
Plitt Theatre (894-8021)- OH GOD, YOU DEVIL and
COUNTRY
Twenty-First Century (896-9382)- CORRUPT, DARK
CIRCLE, OXFORD BLUES, THE
THIRTY-NINE STEPS, THE
HOTEL NEW HAMPSHIRE, RED DAWN, and ALLEGRO
NON
TROPPO.

compiled by Suanne Boehm

Every Saturday morning at about 9, the
deep growling of sports~ar exhausts can be
heard tooling through the streets of
Altamonte Springs. These cars-classic MGs
and Triumphs-are being piloted to a place
called J-M Specialties. It is here that the
owners of British sportscars assemble to
spend the day maintaining or nursing an ailing· British roadster. Every Saturday they
come, a half-dozen or so-as punctual as
death.
Most MG and Triumph owners will tell you
that it takes about one good solid afternoon a
week to keep every item, accessory, and component functioning properly on one of these
cars. One might wonder why, in thi.s age of
high tech autos, would anyone want to own a
car that .needed so much attention.
The name MG is pure romance; it is truly
one of the world's most loved marques. The
image of Triumph is one of tough, necksnapping performance. .
Although Japan has built its share of
"sporty cars," it never has come up with
anything quite as sculptured and classic looking as a British roadster. Japanese cars prcr

vide their owners with excellent, reliable
transportation, but one of the problems of
Japanese cars is that they become dated too
fast. There never has been anything from
Japan with the charisma of a TR-7 converti. ble or an MGB-GT.
.
The difference between British sports cars
and other cars are twofold: (1) The British
don't like to change things; they design a car
once and refine and improve upon it year
after year. Case in point: The MGB. This car
was introduced in 1962; when the last one
rolled off the assembly line on Oct. 5, 1980,
the only difference between the old and the
new were detail updatings, and changes required by law, such as pollution equipment
and tougher bumpers; (2) A British sports car
is downright fun to drive". It is classically
styled, contemporary looking, and elicits
compliments from just about anyone.
Since MG and Triumph ceased manufacturing sports cars in 1980and1981 respectively,
there has been an .absence in the lower price
ranges of the market for a good well-rounded
sports car-this is not counting the late Fiat
Spyder wltlch owns an abysmal reputation
and handles like a garbage truck. The effect
on the remaining MGs and Triumphs is t~t
SEE CARS, PAGE 14
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CARS
FROM PAGE 13

many older models nQw sell
for their original sticker price
or above.

At this point in time it is
safe to say that the MGs and
Triumphs left on American
roads-over 1 million-have
fallen into the hands of a
dedicated lot of enthusiasts,
which brings us back · to
Saturdays at J-M Specialties.

Each Saturday, the people
who gather there share the
knowledge of experience; of·
fer help, both physical and
psychological; and· more than
anything else, the sense of
camaraderie and love of car is
sort of a uniting force: if .you
own an MG or Triumph, you
automatically· have a handful
of friends.

Don and Mel, the duo in
charge, have seen just about
every mechanical phenomena
possible; between them · is
decades of experience. Don
has the cool demeanor_ of a
doctor. His skilled hands
have rescued many machines.
Mel is the practical analytic

type who figures out things
before taking them apart.
Between Don and Mel, there
is little that cannot be done to
nurse an aging or ailing
roadster back to health. It
seems. as time goes on and the
farther these cars slip into antiquity, the more they are loved by their owners and the
more effort is spent keeping
them alive.

Perhaps the passing of MG
and Triumph ca..1 best be summed up by industry people
who were closest to them. In
his book The Classic MG,
Richard Aspd~n wri~s: ''T~e ;his is the legendary Triumph TR-6: it was one of the first production cars to feature
s~all factory m A:t>mgdon is l.R.S.-independent rear suspension. The TR-6 was styled by Karmann of West Germany.
still there, but the empty .
halls that once rang with the
bustle of industry and the·
throaty rasping of sportscar
exhausts now only echoes the
creaking and banging of
doors swinging in the wind,
but the spirit which created it
is gone, and we are all the
poorer for its going.''

Neil M. Szigethy in
Automotive News writes
about Triumph's last model,
the TR-8: "Perhaps the world
has become too serious for the
TR-8. But whatever sparkling
still shines in the eyes of car
nuts everywhere will dim and
tarnish slightly with the passing of the Triumph TR-8. ''

.

.

Unlike American autos, British sports cars were designed frame first. Entirely different bodies
were added to give the appearance of a fresh design every few years.
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Rock music is on the upswing and two of
Florida's most popular acts are gearing up for
another onslaught on th~ music charts. Last
weekend Molly Hachet, from Jacksonville, appeared at the Brevard County Fair at the Astro
Stadium in Cocoa. Tomorrow Pat Travers will be
the headliner at Brevard County's first major fair.
Lead singer Danny Joe Brown, who left Molly
Hachet after the band's first two albums for health
reasons, is back and looking kind of frisky. The
1984 Danny Joe is a trim streamlined version of the
lead singer of the late '70's. Any health problems
Brown had are now under control and he is in the
best shape of his professional career.
Rock music is a gamble and Brown has improved
Hachet's bet. "It's hit and miss in this situation-it's a crap shot in rock'n roll," lead guitarist
Dave Hlubek explained. "This album, The Deed Is
Done, we're real confident about. We think it's by

far the best thing we've done in years. We believe in
this record. "
The next thing to do after releasing an album, is
to hit the road and tour, to sell the album. Molly
Hachet has been the headliner in all the big concert
halls and this time around they have a different approach. "We're not doing any headline situations
at all," Hlubek said. "We've headlined everywhere
~d we're just gong to let someone else be the
scapegoat for a while. We like opening for other
people, we like kicking them in the butt." First on
Molly Hachet's list is a tour with Billy Squier,
Triumph and Deep Purple.
The group has two new -additions. Replacing
guitarist Steve Holland, who leaves Hlubek and
Duane Roland as Hatchet's only guitarists is
keyboardist John Galvin and Riff West is now
playing bass in place of Banner Thomas.
Unlike a flas},t in the ·pan, Molly Hachet has long
range plans. "We've always planned on being
around forever," Hlubek said. "Molly's not going

Pat Travers is not going anywhere, either. The
legendary lead guitarist, Travers has been playing
for 15 years and now makes his home in Central
Florida. "I came to Florida for a little vacation
once," Travers said. "It was the first time I was
ever in warm weather and I decided that this is
where I wanted to live."
I

Travers is working on an album and has plans in
the works for a major concert tour in late spring
1985, depending on the record and video releases.
Right now he's just getting out of the studio to get
back in front of a live crowd.
As far as playing in front of a Florida crowd is
c9ncerned, it is like· playing in front of his friends
and neighbors. "I live here. We've lived in Orlando
for four years,'' Travers said. Travers and band will
play at 7:30 p.m. in A.s tro Stadium.

Vintage planes draw huge crowd
by Vicki White
FUTURE STAFF WRIJER

.•
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Not even the weather put a damper
on the crowds' spirits at the 20th annual Florida State Air Fair last Saturday at the Kissimmee Municipal A~
port.
A light drizzle fell on the fair a few
hours after the gates opened, but it
let up about a half hour before the
Eagles aerobatic team took to the air
in their tiny Christian Eagle I
biplanes. The members of the Eagles,
Charlie Hilliard, Gene Soucy, and
Tom Poberezny represented the US in
world competition in France in 1972.
They performed several ·team
aerobatic stunts, zipping around in
loops, rolls, and ·dives ..
In addition to the Eagles, ace
military test pilot Bob le to the show,
performing his stunts to classical
music in the Super Pennzoil Chipmunk pian~. For a finale, he did a
salute to America, complete with
fireworks. colored smoke, and tiny L-----------~----------------------------~~-.-11
The P-51 Mustang was one of ·America's most durable and sturdy combat planes of the second world war. In the
SEE PLANES, PAGE 17 · 60s a car would be named after it.
Art/Robert Kell

NURSING GRADUATES:
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NCLEX-RN
CGFNS
licensure Preparation

THE PUBLIC
IS INVITED
¥OU WILL BE GLAD
YOU ATTENDED

• Follow your own sludy schedule
via our copy-righled TEST-N-TAPE •
program.
• Course and homestudy notes
prepared by professional nursing
specialisls.
,
• Up-to-lhe-minule research keeps
pace wilh exam changes.
• Praclice tesls based on aclual
NCLEX tormal.

l =-H.

~K)NAL N

PAOfESSIONAl PREPARATION SINCE 19311

678·8400

2238 WINTER WOODS BLVD.
SAN JOSE EXEC CENTER
WINTER PARK, FL 32792

CRUSADE AUDITORIUM
SEATS FREE
NURSERY PROVIDED
'

..

9191 University Blvd. Orlando FL
(watch for portable sign)

Monday - "The United States in
Bible Prophecy" (Will America Fall?)
Tuesday - What Happens When A
Man Dies?
Wednesday - "sensational Bible Revelations
About Your Life and Diet"
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UCF B·Ball

Here!

Bus With us to See:

UCF Knights v. s. Florida Gators
November 24th -- Busses Leave at 3:00
'

•
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~Your $7.00 Ticket includes: la
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g

Bus ride to Gainesville, Free Beer & i
Soda, Pep Rally at Florida . Festival, ~
Ticket into the. Game, ·and a Surprise .
Souvenir.
,,m ;;
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Golden Flake
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Limited Space Available
PAC Is funded through the Activities and Services Fees, as allocated by the University of Central FIOflda.

STUDENT CENTER MAIN DESK
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Tbm Parks

SIGN

·Comedian/Singer

UP DEADLINE.
Nov. 9 .
SC 215

•

4 PEOPLE PER TEAM

Cafeteria

GAMES
Nov. 13 - Nov. 20

Nov. 14 11 :30 - 12:45

6:00PM - 11:00PM

SOL
· Be entertained while you eat.

•
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Full Sail offers A-V-class
End Of Term Blues

by Beth Carran
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
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Have you ever watched a music video and
longed to try your hand at creating one?
Well, you can do just that by signing up for
the Full Sail Recorders Music Video
Workshop. This four week-long training
course offers students the opportunity to use
their creative talents, along with acquired
technical skills, to create a full-length music
video.
Full Sail offers a total of eight highly
specialized audio-video training· programs, all
with vocational emphasis. Garry Jones,
audio engineer and Director of Engineering
for Full Sail, explains: "We're geared to train
people directly in the field of the music industry, with specialized training in audio and
visual.''
Jones said that Full Sail's goal is to fill a
great need for vocational training for audio
engineers. Few colleges, he explains, offer a
degree program in audio engineering; thus,
the specialized training that Full Sail offers
can prove quite beneficial to students desiring a career in that field. Jones said that Full
Sail is internationally known and respected
and receives frequent calls from prospective
employers interested in its graduates.

The audio engineering field is extremely
competitive, Jones explained, and he believes
that the hands-on experience with state-ofthe-art equipment offered by Full Sail is very
appealing to employers and accounts for their
graduates' impressive 86 percent job placement rate.
What college training wowd be helpful for
a person interested in entering the audio
video recording industry?
"Electronics and or music would be great,"
he responded. Any type of music
background-including majoring in playing
an instrument-would be very useful, according to Jones, and an electronics major or
minor would help a student become familiar
with the enormous amount of sophisticated
electroruc equipmept used in the music recording industry today. A broadcasting minor, ·
.
Jones said, could be quite helpful, too.

Your end-of-term projects are practically due;
You think that you mightjust be catching the flu.
Just how to complete them's a great mysteryImpossibly hopeless if you ask me.
The other big problem needs no explanationA nightmare experience they call registration.
Although "pre-registration" is how this is billed,
All the classes you need are already filled!
So you head ·for your car, in abject misery,
Abandoning hope for securing your degreeWhen, what you should find, but a bright yellow packet
With explicit instructions for paying your ticket?
If you went quite beserk, on account of your fury,
I wonder if you'd be acquitted by jury- ·
For it's not just a case of a much~to-short fuse:
What you've got is those "No-Time-Left, Erid-Of-Term
Blues"!

What of the job market? "It's hard," Jones
replied, "to get that first entry-level break,
and that is where Full Sail's training becomes
so important." Once you've landed that first
job, though, Jones said' that upward mobility ' by Beth Carran
is rapid. In his opinion, ''The chances for advancement are directly related to an individual's talent and love of the field."
Anyone interested in taking classes at Full
Saii' should contact Garry Jones at 788-2450.

runway t.o go through its paces for the audience, but the pilot decided to call off the
flight Saturday afternoon when some
FROM PAGE 15
mechanical difficulties arose with the plane.
-American flags dropped from the plane with The A~lO is a very maneuverable jet, able to
parachutes.
operate in close quarters, but from apScholl has done the flying in such shows as pearances, one would never know. It is rather
Magnum, P.I. and such movies as The Great stubby, long in the landing gear, and its
Waldo Pepper, in which he dressed his Chip- wings are almost as short as its tail. Nevermunk up to look like an early biplane. He theless, it. makes life miserable for tanks.
even performed a stunt from that particular
In between shows, there were plenty of
movie for the audience. He flew alone at the stati~ displays, from a 1929 Pieterpol Airair fair-his dog, Aileron, who usually flies camper biplane to several ultralights and
with him, ''was on location, shooting a com- even a boat. Most of the airplanes at the show
mercial.''
were from around the World War II era-a
Jimmy Kazian e,nd Johnny Franklin pair of North American T-6 trainers, a B-25
brought their Waco Mystery Ship, actually a bomber, a P-5i Mustang-all in gorgeous
Waco JMF-7 in for some serious stunt flying. condition were some of the p·l anes
Franklin flies the plane, while Kazian walks represented at the show.
the wings. Franklin is the only pilot to do a
The Army flew in several helicopters for
t<>~que roll with a person on the wings like the air show, and people were welcome to
this. In any case, it is rather disconcerting to climb inside of them for a look. They also had
!3ee a plane come roaring by you, upside a tower rigged up with parachute harnesses
down, with the pilot looking like nothing is so the more intrepid individuals in the crowd
amiss-when there's only about ten feet bet- could get an idea of what it's like to
ween their head and the ground.
parachute. This was one of the bigger attracThe Golden · Knights, the US Army's tions at the fair, with long line snaking out
parachute team dropped in, as did the US from either side of the tower. Other people
Navy's Blue Angels in their Skyhawk Ils . . were paying up to $10 for helicopter rides in
They were accompanied by three Marine two civilian helicopters.
pilots and five enlisted men in a C-130
The air show is sponsored each year by the
transport plane, which sat near 'the four Kissimmee Rotary Club, which donates the
Skyhawks like a hen watching her chicks.
proceeds to various Central Florida charities.
In addition to these milita.ry planes, an Ar- This year, all the proceeds will go to the
my A-10 "tank killer" from the Air Force United Way. Last year, the show raised over
Reserve in Louisiana was rolled out onto the $30,000 for the United Way..

PLANES.

Lee lnsler • Junior • . Ohio University

"Now that I'm registered with Norrell
Temporary Services I can bank on
getting work assignments that will fit
my schedule and broaden my
'previous employment' credentials . .
This 'on-the-job' experience will
especially pay off once I've earned
my degree and my search for a permanent position."

Attention

all

aspiri ng writers!

The FtJture is looking for feature writers. If you
are creative, have a knack for writing, . or just
have a large ego, the Future has a place for
you. You can ~earn the newspaper business from
a skilled group of dedicated-people who constantly sfrive to improve the Future, Florida's best
collegiate newspaper
857·9110
ORLANDO

644·3934
WINTER PARK

1tJte Future
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Williams, Bauer _get away .clean in 'Thief'
by Rlc;hard Truett
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

There is only one thing wrong with Thief Of
Hearts and it is Richard Gere-he's not in it! Gere,
who has made a comfortable living playing greatlooking, well-dressed, down and out, street-wise
scumbags would have been perfect for the role
given to Steven Bauer.
Thief of Hearts is a fast-paced, well-acted drama
that never slows down. Bauer, who plays Scott
Muller, is a rather high class burglar. His partner
in crime, Buddy Calamara, played excellently by
David Caruso, is a maitre'd at a posh San Francisco
restaraunt. Calamara and Muller have devised an
elaborate system of burgling houses: when a couple
comes to the restaraunt, Calamara seats them and
radioes to Muller to start cleaning out the couple's
house. As.. the couple are enjoying their dinner,
their house is being looted and pillaged.

All goes well for the duo until during one of
Muiler's escapades he sees the full length photo of
Mickey Davis, played by the exotic looking Barbara Williams-which he steals. As he is robbing
the house, he comes across a locked box. Muller
take.s the box thinking it must be ·full of jewelry.
When he gets home, he breaks open the box and.
discovers that it contains Davis' secret diaries.
Still captivated by her looks Muller nonchalantly
starts thumbing through the diaries. Soon the nonchalance disappears and Muller starts planning a
strategy to win her away.
This is where the movie becomes incredibably
vivid: almost everyone has another, less subdued
self trying to get out. In these diaries, Davis
reveals some of the things that turn her on the
most-the things that are lacking in her marriage.
She knows that wherever the thief is, he is reading
her innermost secrets. From this point on, Muller
systematically and methodically sets out to steal
her away from her husband by exploiting every
weakness.Jie can.
Thief Of Hearts paves 1l new territory in movies.
Davis' soul-her very essence-is revealed and the

Steven Bauer and John Caruso have a falling out after pulling off a successful heist in "Thief of
Hearts"

audience watches as she reacts to this seemingly incredible man who turns her on in every way. She is
absolutely helpless, trapped by her own humanity.
Davis is always just on the edge of suspicion, but
Muller always has an excuse or fast line and always
manages to get out of a bind.

she should be careful because there are a .lot of
crazies running around. Meanwhile, she does not
know that it was him who took her diaries ·and
knows almost every detail about her.
If Richard Gere had been given the lead role
than, he could have had a chance to equal his performance in An Officer and a Gentleman;the story
is that good. But Steven Bauer does a decent job; it
is only that we are used to seeing Gere in roles like
Breathless and American Gigolo.

One does not come away with a feeling that the
institution of marriage is very strong. At the begining of the movie, Ray and Mickey DaVis seem to
have a happy marriage, but all is not what it appears to be. It seems that both are so engaged in
A strong supporting cast featuring George
their careers that they really do not have time for
each other--all they do is live in the same house. Wendt as Davis' John Ritter-ish ·husband and John
When Muller steps in with his calculated plan of ac- Getz of Cheers fame round out the movie. Look for
tion, it does not take long for the seeds of discon- this picture to be a strong contender come
tent to be planted, jealousy and arguments, and an A~ademy Award time.
extra-marital affair·on the part of Mickey to occur.
Brilliant use of irony is just another way Thief of
Hearts excels: at one point, Muller is instructing
Davis on how to use a gun. He then explains that
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Ghostbuster Parker sued, Hexum replaced
-Ray Parker is being sued by
Huey Lewis for using the melody
from "I Want A New Drug" in the recent number. one smash hit
"Ghostbusters." Listen to the instrumental versions of both songs
and you'll see what he means. By the
way Parker has made a comfortable
living stealing bits and pieces from
other people long enough/Get 'em
Huey!
- Broadcasters currently refrain
from carrying advertisements for liquor even though restrictions against
such ads have been dropped. WTBS
and CNN were recently .considering
running such ads due to the enormous

Get off your
rocker. Don't
take old age
sitting down.

profit available, but Ted Turner's
newly found morality has once again
reared its head and disappointed the
ad execs. There have never been any
restrictions on eable advertising.
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-ABC's Good Morning America didn't know that even blanks fire a
and World News Tonight will be clos· wad of cardboard and paper several
feet. Which reminds me: why didn't
ed cap~ioned beginning Dec.3.
that detective that shot himself on
-What's the world coming to? The Hill Street Blues die? His friend had
Charlie Brown Great Pumpkin special ,substituted blanks in his gun.
finished 43rd last week!
-Top box office grosser last week
-Anthony Hamilton will replace was Thief of Hearts. Which reminds
the late Jon-Erik Hexum on ABC's me: don't waste your money on Terror
Cover-Up. Hexum died last month In The Aisles. It's very disjointed
after shooting himself in the head and disappointing. Despite showing
with a gun containing blanks. Hexum several scenes from The Texas Chain-

saw Massacre, they never showed
anyone getting it with the saw. Rats . .
Star Trek is occasionaly shown on
Saturdays at 12:30 on WCPX. Also
on WCPX is Taxi on of the best sitcoms to emerge in the late 70s. It is
shown weeknights at 11:30
-Jerry Harrison, of the Talking
Heads, and Bootsy Collins, formerly
of Funkadelic, have collaborated on
"Five Minutes" -a funky dance tune
featuring the actual recording of the
famed "We begin bombing in five
minutes," gaffe of Reagan. The duo
are calling themselves Bonzo Goes To
Washington in honor of another
deservedly anti-Raygun group,
Frankie Goes to Hollywood.

Good-friends keep You going
when all you want to do is stop.

..
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You don't
like the

•

sha~ .
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America's
in~
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O.K.
Change it.!
You can you know, m
VISTA. VISTA needs volunteers in service to America.
There's a lot to be done.
There's a lot you c<>n do. And
while you're doing so much
for someone else you'll be
doing a lot for yourself. In
VISTA. VISTA. It's the
shape of things to come for
America. Be part of it. Be
part of VISTA. Call toll free :
800-424-8580.

VISTA

A Pubic Service ci

~

Tus Newspaper &
The Advertising Cooncd

Your feet hurt. Your legs
hurt. Even your teeth hurt.
But your friends thought
you looked terrific. And with
· them urging you on, your
first 10 kilometer race didn't
finish you. You finished it.
Now that you have something to celebrate, make
sure your support team has
the beer it deserves.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

•

•

..

LOwenbriio. Here's to good friends.
•
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UCF ladies·truimph
.....

Old Timers Baseball Weekend
see page 23

by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Last Saturday on St. Claire field the UCF
women's soccer team gave William and Mary College a trouncing. The Lady Knights defeated the
Indians 3-1 to advance through the first round of
the NCAA championships. This weekend the Lady
Knights 'travel to Chapel Hill, North Carolina to
face the unbeaten Tarheels.
.
This was the second time this season that the Indians have faced off against the Lady Knights-the
first match also ended in a 2-1 defeat. "This was a
tough game for us, but I don't feel we were
dominated as we had been in the past,'' commented
William and Mary's head coach John Charles.
The Indians are a fairly young team, comprised
mainly of freshman and sophomores. ''Three years
ago we were just a club team. Right now we're really developing this young team. I feel as though we
played a good game. We had to make a few
substitutions in the second half because of the
heat,'' said Charles.
This was a tough day for the Lady Knights as
well. ''Any play-off game is a tough game said head
coach Jim Rudy. The Lady Knights were ready for
this competition, and topk a few chances that paid
off for them.

Michelle Akers scored the first goal of the game
witJi an assist from Sue Mortberg. Jean Varas
scored the second goal of the first half unassisted,
locking up the first half 2-0.
This didn't dampen the spirits of the Indians-early in the second half Marsha Fishburne
scored with an assist from Linda Seiden, giving the
Indians their one and only goal.
Once William and Mary scored, new life came to
the Lady Knights, and they came back with twice
as much strength as before. "They took that one
goal and all of a sudden, that's enough, we just
hammered them," said Rudy. The Indians played
hard and tried to regain some lost ground, but all
their efforts were to no avail-the Lady Knights
wanted to win.
"William and Mary showed a lot of character,
they played very well," commented Rudy. "We
took a few chances, played well. Michelle Akers and
JoEllen Murchland had a great day. Mary Varas
played a very unselfish role. She marked the whole
game and all she did was run and open spaces for
someone else to move through,'' said Rudy.
By the end of the game UCF had racked up 23
shots on goal compared to William and Mary's
eight. There were 10 William and Mary saves to
UCF s four and UCF also had four corner kicks to
SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 26

Sycamores axe Knights
found the Sycamores flat, expecting the
Knights to be a soft touch. When that happens, upsets are the result.
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
The second thing that can happen when a
young, upstart team takes on the big kid on
Indiana State left no questions unanswered
the block is that the young kid gets whipped.
concerning their NCAA Division I-AA
When this happens, it needs to be taken with
number one ranking, as 'tliey tore apart the
the humor that is intended. UCF might have
visiting Knights of the University of Central
,stood a better chance against another DiviFlorida, 38-0.
sion I team than they did against ISU. The
For UCF there were no bright spots. Elgin
Knights are improving, but they are not proDavis led the Knights in rushing with only 20
ducing miracles, yet.
yards in five carries. Scott Scholtens led UCF
It took Indiana State over five minutes to
in receiving with two catches for 33 yards.
put
the first points on the board. But it was a
The only Knight that did accumulate yar37
yard
field goal by Scott Bridges, at 9:52 in
dage was Ed O'Brien. He punted the ball nine
the
first
quarter. The Sycamores' next drive
times last Saturday afternoon for 312 yards.
consumed
80 yards in 12 plays that only took
O'Brien averaged 34. 7 yards per punt, his
to
complete.
Indiana State went into the
3:59
longest was a 43 yard boot.
end zone with a 25 yard pass from Jeff Miller
Other than that, it was all Indiana State.
They held the ball for fifteen more minutes - to Joe Downing, to boost their score to 10-0.
Indiana Stat~'s Rick Dwenger added another
than the Knights. They gained 550 total
touchdown, on a one yard plunge at the
yards on offense, while UCF gained orily 182
beginning of the second quarter to increase
total offensive yards. In the first down
the lead to 17-0.
department, ISU led 30 to 7.
In the second half, Kevin Henderson scored
- Offense, defense, ISU could do it all. The
two touchdowns for Indiana State on runs of
Knights were in the wrong place at the wrong
four and five yards. Alvin Jones finished the
time, as ISU was gearing up for a Missouri
Sycamores' scoring with a three yard run in
Valley Conference game against Tulsa. ISU
the fourth quarter.
(9·0) takes on Tulsa, who is also undefeated in
It was a record breaking day for Indiana
the MVC, for the Conference championship
State.
Downing set the record for most pass
Saturday
at
home.
on
receptions in a game with ten. They also
But where UCF is concerned, when you
broke a 16 year-old record for most offensive
take on a giant, two things can happen. The
first thing that can happen is that UCF could
SEE LOSS, PAGE 24
have flown into Terre Haute charged up and

by Scott Gunnerson

Pigskin Picks .
Week four of Pigskin Picks ends In a
four-way tie. All of the experts as
well as Dr. Colbourn had scores of
5-1.
Anyway, we forge on. This weeks
guest is Anthony Blass, Physical Plant
director.
Once again. on to the picks!

Game

Pam Glmson/Future

UCF quarterback Dana Thyhsen. The Knights offence was
completely dominated last Saturday by the Sycamores.

DW

AB

MR

Florida vs. Georgia
FSU vs. S. Carolina
Miami vs. Maryland
UCF vs. Furman

Florida 7
SC 7
Miami 3
Furman 14

Florida 4
SC 1
Miami 14
UCF 5

Florida 3
FSU 3
Miami 14
Furman .7

Georgia 10
FSU 3
Miami 7
UCF7

Miami vs. Philadelphia
Tampa Bay vs. NY Giants

Miami 21
NY14

Miamis
NY 10

Miami 21
Tampa 3

Miami 14
NY 21
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Discount Auto Parts
WE'RE COM'MITTED TO LOW PRICES EVERYDAY!!
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Shoes
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Orland°'
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Corner of .Semoran & Curry Ford
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Good thru 11-13-84
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Winter Park
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THIS WEEK'S
•
WINNING LICENSE. PLATE

'

1 Bl~ West of Sliver Star Rd.
• Pine ·1fms
54 ld Slf\Jer Star Road

2act,ti30

8 a.m. • 9p.m.
2 Blocks South of Oak Ridge

_..J

6210 S. Orange, Blossom Trail ,.,.,...._. . . . .
859·6171
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Old Timers·play ball again
by Morgan Phllllps
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

It

On a clear night with a slight breeze, 3,517
witnessed t he reoccurrence of history at Tinker
Field, as the American League Old-Timers defeated
the National League Old-Timers in t he First Annual Old-Timers Baseball Classie 8-3.
The Old-Timers Baseball Weekend, Nov. 1-4, was
set up by the Kiwanis Clubs of Central Florida and
the City of Orlando to raise funds for the baseball
programs at the University of Central Florida and
Valencia Community College, as well as research
for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis-more commonly referred to as Lou Gehrig's Disease.
·
The activities scheduled before the game included a free youth baseball clinic, a golf tournament, a
celebrity banquet, and a pre-game autograph session where fans had a chance to see their favorite
players and if they were lucky, get t heir autograph.
All of these led up to the big event, a seven inning
clash of the baseball titans of old.
The two teams consisted of more than 50 of
baseball's big leaguers of the past. The American
League team sported .names of greats like Earl
Weaver- former manager of the Baltimore Orioles,
Brooks Robinson-former Oriole and winner of 16
Golden Gloves, and Bob Feller-former Cleveland
Indian and now a member of the Baseball Hall of
Fame. ·
.
·
The National League team included the illustrious Lou Brock-former St. Louis Cardinal
and all-time base stealing champion, Don Zimmer-former manager of the Texas Rangers, and
Johnny Vander Meer-the only man to ever pitch
consecutive no-hitters.
After all of the old-timers had their chance at the
batter's cage they posed for a group shot for the
. fans and the press, clowning as they went acting as
if they were as young as the unfledged players participating in the clinic the day before. 75 year-old
George Susce said th.at he felt great and was ready
to play. The average age of the old-timers at the
game was 51 yet you could not tell it from their attitude. They appeared to be as ready to go as in the
prime of their careers.
A~er Jim Hayes, event coordinator at Expo Centre, sang the national anthem Bob Feller strolled to
the pitcher's mound to start the game. Lou Brock,
one of the favorites of the crowd, positioned himself
in the batter's box and got ready for the famous

Morgan Phillips/Future

The old timers pose together. The American League downed the National League 8-3 while raising
. $25,000 for the UCF and Valencia baseball teams and for research to combat Lou Gehrig's
Disease.

Feller fastball, circa 1945. The first pitch flew over first pitch into a ground out, out number two.
the plate for a called strike, but Lou connected with
Up to this point the play had been suprisingly
the next, driving the right fielder back to make the consistent for the group but it was not to last. The
catch for out number one. Feller managed to get National League fielding fell apart as they committhrough his half of an inning with no earned-_runs , ted five errors and allowed six runs before getting
The teams traded scores back and forth for the the third out. After the fifth inning the teams settlfirst four and a half innings and going into the bot- ed down and finished out the game without any furtom of the fifth the National League was leading ther embarrassments or scores.
3-2. To start. off the bottom of the fifth Brooks Outstanding players in the · game were Del ,
~obi~on approached the plate and watched the Unser-former Philadelphia Philly-with 3 hits,
first pitch float over for ball one; he then hit the George Mitterwald-former Minnesota
next pitch to center field for out number one. Jake Twin-with the closest thing top a home run in the
Gibbs, former Yankee and winner of the morning's game-a double off the left field wall, and Brooks
golf contest, came up next and promptly hit the Robinson with four incredible fielding plays.

A telephone number, that is. 'Cause if you're at work when
the children come home from school, they
should krlow how to reach you.
Have 'em check in with a neighbor,.
too. They11 feel better.
And so will you.
For more information
write me, McGru:ff the
Crime Dog. (That's my mug McGruff.~
on the right. Handsome,
the Crime Dog
huh?) Crime Prevention
11:1 1981 The Adwl'tlstnt Council, Inc.
Coalition, Dept. A,

If college gets too expensive, we'll lose some of America's most
promising doctors, teachers, and engineers-in-training. So let's
all go to bat for them. By helping the United Negro College Fund
keep tuition down at 42 predominantly black colleges.

GIVE TO THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND.
A mind is a terrible thing to waste.
(I

198• UnlleO Neg•o Co llege Fund Inc A Public Serv.ce of Th,. Newspaper & The Ad•lrt•5'ng Counc•I

~
&

I
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UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. UNCF-84-762-3 COL.

Box 6600, Rockville, Md.
20850.

A meeee.ge from the
Crime Prevent.Ion Coallt.lon,
t.ble publlcat.lon &nd The Ad Council .

.:1w1:1rli:~~:-:1:tr§=:·t~=m~:: f5=: p:ti:~~h-~~&·:·:98:u:~I·::'
co· ll~ge ririg, think a bo~t choosing
the fin est - a 14 K gold college ring
from ArtCarved.
Designed and handcrafted for lasting value, an ArtCarved 14K gold
college ring is now more affordable
than ever. For a limited time only,
you can save$ 2 5 on the style of your
choice. Stop by to see.the entire
ArtCa rved collection and custom
options. Remember, it's your year
for gold !

11/13-16

9a.m. - 3p.m. uCF Bookstore

Date
Time
Deposit Required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted
Q 1984 Art Carved Class Rings

Place

Last sale this year.
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UCF Knights to meet Furman
yards per rush. Gardner, a 5 foot, 10 inch, 201
pound junior, has averaged 7.1 yards per
carry. He has carried the ball 133 times for
940 yards and 10 touchdowns this season. He
also has averaged 104.4 yards per game.

by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

For seven seniors, this will be the last tlme
they will perform in the University of Central
Florida uniform. It's a uniform that has
ta.ken quite a beating from much bigger
uniforms, but they still wear it proudly.
Against the Furman University Paladins
(6~3), the young Knights will try to pull
together to end the season with a win. Game
time is at 1:30 p.m. in Greenville, South
Carolina.

His best game of the season came against
Marshall, a 38-28 win for Furman, when he
rushed for 185 yards. Also in the Furman
backfield is Dennis Williams, 6 foot, 1 inch,
223 pounds, who has averaged 5.6 yards per
carry, 517 yards on 93 carries.
Junior quarterback Bobby Lamb, 6 feet,
170 pounds, has passed for 1,396 yards this
season. Lamb has completed 86of161 passes
this season for a .534 average and 14
Last week -Furman destroyed Davidson,
55·7. The Paladins, coached · by Dick - touchdowns. Against North Carolina State
he threw for 21·0 yards in the 34-30 Furman .
Sheridan, broke a school record for total of·
victory.
fense in a single game against Davidson. FurLamb's favorite target is senior Chas Fox.
man rushed for 521 yards in that game and
Fox
has caught 27 passes this year for a 17.9
had 632 yards total offense, just four yards
yard
average and four touchdowns. Against
short of the -school record.
State this year, he caught. seven
Appalachian
The Paladins' offensive attack is led by
passes. Fox has also returned 20 punts for
running back Robbie Gardner, who is in line
243 yards for a 12.2 yard average.
to set a NCAA Division I-AA record for

·Pro
Corner

Welcome to Future
Sport's newest feature
section. Pro Corner will
contain news, trivia, and
just plain Interesting facts .
about all your favorite
Florida professional
with an irresistible built-In
teams.
Due to the overwhelm- grin, has Inspired wondering dominance of the ment for centuries. Every
Dolphins over the entire trainer wlll have a tale of
NFL this year, we at Pro the dolphin's cleverness
Corner thought Miami and ingenuity, and sciendeserved the impeccable tists are fascinated by a
honor of receiving this first dolphin's natural sonar
equipment which far surfeature spot.
In 1965, when the Miami passes Navy sonar equipfranchise was created, a ment.
The dolphin is one of
contest that attracted
19,843 entries was the fastest and smartest
dominated by "Dolphins," creatures of the sea,"
which was submitted by Joseph Robbie com622 entrants. Other con- mented in . announcing
tenders were Mariners, the team name, October
Marauders, Mustangs, 8, 1965. Dolphins can at~
Missiles, Moons, Sharks, tack and kill a shark or a
whale. Sailors say bad
and Suns.
The bottlenose dolphin, luck wlll come to anyone
an intelligent creature who harms one of them."
11

11

LOSS
FROM PAGE 21
, plays in a game. The old
record was . set in the '60's
against Valparaiso (Indiana).
when ISU ran off 99 plays on
offense. Last Saturday"
against the Knights, the
Sycamores ran 100 plays.

Love it
and '
.leave it
,.;di::: : : :=:·: ,_
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Gieen
~
A Public Service of Thi s

cw paper

& The Advert ising Council

This black woman could be
America's hope ... she's a United
Negro College Fund graduate
who could dedicate her life to
finding a cure for cancer. A cure
that could save thousands of
lives each year. And fill every
black person's heart with pride.
So support black education.
Send your check to the United
Negro College Fund. BoxQ. 500
East 62nd St.. New York. N.Y. 10021.

GIVE TO THE

Urt l~ED rtEGRO COLLEGE FUrt D.
Anund1~~1erribklh111glowaslo:

A Public
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Because you are special to us ...
. .. \vc arc offering a SPECIAL for YOU!

•

'

UCF soccer defeated

Aristocrat
. u~bvJ!W~Tv J-tj\IR
/
cA~~67i:'.°HAIR Design.·
Mon. & Fri. 9-6 Sat. 9-5
-o

Aloma Ave.

~

by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Tues., Wed., Thurs., 9- 7
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EVENING STUDENT SERVICES
OPEN!!!

In an upset game the UCF men's soccer
team lost to rival Rollins College 4-0 last Sunday at Rollins Field. "We got caught in
something that has been plaguing us all
season, a lack of finishing, particularly early
on in the game,'' commented head coach Jim
Rudy.
Rollins, a more experienced team, took control of the game early on with a goal in the
first minute of play. "Just about everything
they shot went in and everything we shot
didn't," said Rudy. The eyes of fate were not
smiling too kindly on the men's soccer team;

they were bombarded with many near misses
to add to their frustration. "We had several
big time chances in this game, but something
always went wrong. Todd Goodman missed a
shot by about a foot, we missed a penalty
kick. On one play their goalie was down with
the ball right in front of the goal and two of
our guys went in after it and collided," said
Rudy.
Rollins was more exact in their shooting
and connected when they went in after a goal.
''They were more ruthless in finishing and we
weren't," commented Rudy. The men of UCF
played hard-it just wasn't in the cards for
them to win.
This Sunday, the Knights go against
Brooklyn College here at St. Claire Field.

XC team finds perfect score
with a time of 24:19.

MON.· THURS. 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
FRI. 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

AD 282
X2821

STUDENT NOTICE
Just for fun "and money"
Auditions qre now being held for the
wildest LI P·SYN C contest in Central
Florida
Competition will be held at Off The
Wall video disco night club.
Could you be a Boy George",
"Madonna", Twisted Sister", The Go
Go's" or...''Willie Nelson"!?!
11

11

+

11

Call for audition ·at 851·3962 between
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. daily.
Its fun and "Big Bucks"
$1500 Cash and prizes
Don't be left out.
You could be a ...

That's rlghtl Bigger Is not better. What·you
want Is the personal service that you get from
our hometown, full service bank.
We believe that our bank can be your best
financial partner. We prove. It every day o.f the

156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

~

•OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765
(305)365·6611

\.:J MEMBER FDIC

by Morgan Phllllps
FUTRE STAFF WRITER

----------October 31, the date of
Halloween, was also the date
that the UCF men's cross
country team ran to a perfect
score as they dominated Stet-.
son at the Central Florida
campus.
UCF runners finished
1-2-3-4-5 with good times to
defeat Stetson 15-40. The top
five UCF runners with their
times were David Smith
(23:17), ·Marty Phillips
(23:27), Tom Ruse (23:29),
Dave Crowe (23:44), and
Jesus Delasorio (24:09). The
first. Stetson runner, Felix
Mogaltevsi finished sixth

The UCF . team is going to
try to use this meet as a springboard into the regional
competition at Clemson on
Nov. 10, where they run
against powers such as Clemson, Tennessee, and Virginia.
Coach Tom Metts says that
the team should finish with
fair times, but does not expect them to finish in the top
half of the field. This is UCF' s
first year in the Division I
tournament and the best
chance of seeing a UCF runner do well rests on the
shoulders of David Smith, the
leading men's runner. "I
think that David stands a
good chance of finishing in
the top 50," says Metts. "He

even stands a chance · to
qualify for nationals. But to
do that he would have to run
the best race of his life.''
According to Smith, who
orginally started running to
keep in shape for soccer, "it is
going to be a tough race. A lot
of the top teams in the nation
are in our region." Smith also
said that he believed that the
weather would be a big factor
and would favor the Northern
teams who are accustomed to
the cold.
The best finish of a UCF
cross country team to this
point was a fourth place finish
in Division II regionals, and if
he qualifies Smith would be
the first UCF student to run
in nationals in the school's
history.

Mary Varas: UCF soccer
·by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Mary Varas is soccer player willing to give
her all for the sport she loves.
She sets very high standards for herself
and her fellow team members-at UCF. "Mary
is very demanding in quality for herself and
her. team. She works hard, trains hard.
She sacrifices a lot too. The last couple of
years she : has been playing with injuries.
Right· now she goes to a chiropractor .two or
three times a week for a hip problem, but she
keeps right on playing," said head coach Jim
Rudy.
Coach Rudy picked Varas through a now
defunct process of "auditioning." Before
UCF was a part of the NCAA they were
governed by a ruling body knovin.as Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women.
The standard fashion of outfitting a women's
athletic team was to hold tryouts. "Mary was
one of the better players so we offered her a
scholarship," said Rudy.
Rudy thinks very ~ghly of this athlete he
has coached for about four years. ''Tactically
Mary is one of the smartest girls in the country right now. She reads the game, identifies
the problems on the fie~d. I can usually make
a lot happen through her on the field. She has
also had a lot of responsibility for making
some of the decisions herself,'' says Rudy.
Varas has good communication with her
fellow teammates-during games she can be
seen shouting encouragement and direction.
Varas got her start in soccer in Massapequa Park, New York at the age of 12. She
played in her local soccer league until playing
at Berner High School. She compiled a list of
.accomplishments during these years. Her
team y.ras both the Long Island champs and
county champs. As a senior in high school
Varas was chosen as an All-American. Varas

was also a member of ';he team in the Empire
State games, sort of a miniature version of
the Olympics for the state of New York.
Growing up in New York gave Varas exposure to the professional soccer team the
Cosmos. "My family used to go to all their
games," commented Varas. When asked if
she had any professional player that she looked up to while growing up, someone to pattern herself after, Varas confessed, "I really
liked Stevie Hunt, he was great. I used to
think I wanted to be just like him when I
·grew up. He was good looking too, which kind
of helped."
Family life for Varas was athletically
oriented, with an emphasis on soccer. "My
mother had played basketball and my father
was a semi-pro soccer player. Now he is a
referee for men's games and indoor soccer for
the MISL," said Varas.
Being at UCF has not been a complete
isolation from her New York family-Varas'
sister Jean is also a member of the UCF
women;s team. When asked if this might
have· created some kind of sibling rivalry
Varas commented, "No, if anything it helps.
She's one of the best in the country. I didn't
force her to come down here, even though I
wanted her to. The decision was up to her."
As far as her future goes Varas has her
destiny all mapped out. "I'm a business major so someday I will be up on Wall Street.
· I've got some friends up there." She would
like to contiue with soccer, but in the U.S.
there really isn't much for women to look for
other than a possible position on the national
· team. "The national team is really just
status, they don't dQ much travelling. About
all I could do is play on club teams for ·fun.
· The girls who are coming up right now are the
ones who have the chance for national competition," said Varas.
Whatever Varas does she has shown that
she has the drive, intelligence and determination to be the best and succeed.
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CENTRAL FLORIDA'S
MOST COMPLETE SKI STORE

832 North Mills• Orlando, FL 32803 • (305) 898-1999
Toyota
Datsun
Honda

William and Mary's zero. This weekend UCF is on the road to face the unbeaten Tarheels,
whom they have f~ced twice this season and lost. When asked if his team was ready to face
this old nemesis Rudy commented, ''Are they ready for us? They have to come back for the
sixth time and beat us. Their time is due.''

3951 Forsyth Rd. - B-31
Winter Park, Florida·
Ph. 305-657 -1 604

BRAKES
FRONT·END

ENGINE
TUNE·UPS
-

SPORT·S

o SK Run for the
Scholars
Recreational Services
and your Credit Union invite you to get up and
"Run for the Scholars" at
alumni, and Westinghouse
UCF this Saturday 9 a.m.
pairs.
right here on campus. The
5K (3.1 mile) prediction run
starts and finishes near the
D Home on the Range
Recreational Services Golf Results
Building and has in- .
In Recreational Services
· dividual divisions for men 2-man Scotch doubles golf
and women students and action last Friday on the
for coed faculty-staff,
UCF course Jim Mauk and

Neil Johnstone claimed
their first "Home on the
Range" championship
when they tied Mike
Pavick' and John Snizek
with a four-par score of 23. ·
Mauk and Johnstone, from
Instructional Resources,
parred the final two holes
to come from behind and
gain a share of the title.
The next event will be a
one club tournament in
mid-January.

·BRIEF

The Future is looking for writers to fill freelance sports writers posistions. For information
and applications contact Don Wittekind, Sports Editor at the Future editorial office. Come
in or call 275-2601.
·
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KASA VERY LOW·COST ALTERNATIVE
Why not check out the low, low prices on our direct access
terminals. For less than the price of a good stereo you can do
your computer project from the comfort of your home, but
then you will have to give up the endless lines, wasted nights
and ruined weekends. Sacrifices! Sacrifices!
Stop in or call us now for details.
HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00, Saturday 10:00-4:00

Production
Assistants
needed.
Immediate
positions
available.

ALPINE SKI CLUB
We at Downward Bound are planning a
most exciting winter sports season . and
would li~e you to join us.
Excursions will include trips to world
famous resorts at Lake Tahoe and Innsbruck, Austria; all at exceptionally affordable fares.
Downward Sound's main emphasis is to
offer our members truly exciting, full service,
first class ski trips at wholesale not retail
rates. We know you want and deserve
something better. That's what we are all
about. 'Downward Bound - P·restigious
Holidays Without Prohibitive Prices'.

CLUB
BENEFITS

Call 275·2865

Future

Id Wholesale Airfare
~ Wholesale Hotel
Accommodations
Id Discounts on Ski
Equipment
g Complete Full Service
Tour Packages

17·92 AT MAITLAND BLVD. OVERPASS

645·5522

• OFFICE SUPPLIES
• OFFICE FURNITURE
•MACHINES

• DRAFTING &ENGINEERING SUPPLiES

CLUB DUES
INCLUDE
. Id Ski Equipment
Coupons
kd Club News Letter
~ Administration of
Club Business
rd Club Social
Functions

You 'fl save enough on equipment
coupons to cover your annual club dues.
To join our club and receive the benefits
of our wholesale prices on premium travel
accommodations , send your name and
return address . along with your personal
check or money orde r for $16 to : Downward
Bound Ski Club , P.O. Box 7212 . Wesley
Chapel. FL 34249 .

,, .
9AM TO 5:30PM
MON THRU SAT
7464 UNIV. BLVD
WINTER PARK
.11

678-2976

UNIV BLVD . AND GOLDENROD RD.
In Winn Dixie Shopping Plaza
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Legislative Report
October 30, 1984
Measures Acted Upon:
Bills:
17-02 Concerning funding for the UCF Marching Band.
Introducer: Sen. William Dietz
Vote: Passed by acclamation.
Allocates $500.00 to the UCF Marching Band so that they can perform at an away
game.

17-01
Allocating funds for student CPR classes.
Introducer: Sen. William Dietz
Vote: Passed by acclamation.
Allocates $300.00 to subsidize CPR classes for students.
17-03 Allocation monies to fund mock elections.
Introducer: Sen. Steve McDonald
Vote: Failed 9 yes, 12 no.
Allocates $250.00 to pay for canopy rental and advertising for a mock presidential
election.

17-04 Allocating monies to fund a mock election.
Introducer: Sen. Steve McDonald
Vote: Passed by acclamation.
Allocates $76.65 to pay for ballots and advertising for a mock presidential election.

17-05
Allo.c ating funds to the UCF Ultimate Frfsbee Team to compete in a regional
tournament.
lntrod.ucer: Pro Tern Dennis Lasley
Vote: Passed by acclamation.
Allocates $510.00 to. help defray the travel costs of the UCF Ultimate Frisbee Team to a
regional tournament.

17-06 Concerning funding for the UCF Men and Women Flag Football Team.
Introducer: Sen. Steve McDonald
Vote: Passed by acclamation.
Allocates $400.00 to pay registration fees for the men and women's flag football teams
to compete in ·the national tournament.

17-09 Amending the finance code - Chapter (801.2).
lntroducer(s): OAF Committee
Vote: Passed by acclamation.

.

RESOLUTIONS
17-02 Concerning tuition payment date for spring 1985.
lntroducers: Sen. William Dietz, Ch. Bill Tucker
Vote: Passed by acclamation.
.
Encourages the administration to move back the payment date for spring tuition.

~

..

17-03 Concerning Homecoming Week 1984.
Introducer: Ch. Richard Anderson
Vote: Passed by acclamation.
Recognizing and supper-ting the hard work of the Homecoming Commi:ftee.

17-04 Concerning the Student Government Retreat.
lntroducers: · Sen. Dee Rubin, Ch. Jolee Whitney
Vote: Passed by acclamation.
Thanking those individuals who helped on the Student Government Retreat and
endorsing the retreat as a yearly event.
Senate meetings are held on Tuesday's from 3:00-6:00 p.m. in Engineering 360, and are open to all
students.

Respectfully submitted by:
The 17th Student Senate

THE39STEPS

Alfred Hitchcock / 1935 / 81 Min . I NR I B & W
Perhaps the most famous of Hitchcock's films, this case about a Canadian mistaken for a murderer is the model spy film. The 39 Steps is also
famous for the scene in which the hero and heroine are accidently handcuffed together and also the scene where a woman's scream is juxtaposed with the scene of a train roaring. Stars Robert Donat and Madelene
Carroll.

A WOMAN IN FLAMES

Robert Acheren I 1983 / 106 Min . I NRI German with English subtitles
The first of Acheren's eleven features to be released in the U.S., this
S & Mfantasy has been breaking records wherever it is shown . The flaming female of the title, the sensual Gudrun Landgrebe, leaves her bourgeois
husband to take up the lucrative role of high class call girl with some interesting specialties. When she begins to control her lover, the conflict intensifies. Thereupon hangs a tale of provacative expectations, violence ,
and leatherette sex. Not' for the feeble at heart.

Write us or call 896-9382 and have
your nam~ added to our mailing .list!

THE SOUND OF MUSIC

Robert Wise / 1965 / 174 Min./ G
Blockbuster Rodgers and Hammerstein musical based on the Ufe of the
singing Von Trapp family . Set in Austria atthe beginning of World War
II, this film combines fine music and spectacular scenery. Won an Academy
Award for Best Picture. Stars Julie Andrews and Christopher Plummer.
A fine film for the whole family!

2~st

THE WOMAN IN RED

Gene Wilder / 1984 I 87 Min . I PG 13 I Dolby Stereo
A sensitively humorous insight into male philanderers. Gene Wilder
portrays nebbish ad man Teddy Pierce, the sensitive innocent who finds
himself trying to live up to his friend's locker-room goading. His infatuation with model-actress Kelley Le Brock (the woman in red) forces Wilder
to explore the relationships between himself, his friends , his wife and his
conscience. Enlightening comedy. Original songs by Stevie Wonder. Written by, directed by and starring Gene Wilder.

SPELLBOUND

Alfred Hitchcock / 1945 / 104 Min. I B & W
Gregory Peck, an amnesia victim , assumes the identity of a noted
psychiatrist, Dr. Edwards. Accused by the authorities of the murder of the
man he professes to be , Peck escapes from the hospital with fellow
psychiatrist, Ingrid Bergman, at his heels. Con viced that Peck is innocent,
she attempts to restore his memory and uncover some lead that would
prove his innocence . Suspense and tension mount throughout the picture , reaching an intense climax as Peck and Miss Bergman race down
a ski slope.

THEATRE

• Executive. rocking, swivel chairs
• 85 speaker stereo sound
foot wide cinemascopic screen
• freshly made foods
• 45

• House and bottled wines

WOMAN OF THE YEAR

George Stevens / 114 Min . I NR I B&W I 1942
ThefirstteemingofTracyand Hepburn . Tracyplaysasportswriter, Hepburn a sophisticated and famous international commentator. They marry
and eventually reach a compromise between his down-to-Earth lifestyle
and her fast-paced professional life . One exceptional scene has Kate attempting to understand her first baseball game under Tracy's impatient
yet careful guidence.

• Draft and imported bottled beers
• Waiter service at your table
We alone can offer the ultimate in
cinematic pleasure ... a fully enclosed
private balcony. Ideal for groups of six or
less. when the door closes behind you
your private screening room becomes a
self-contained environment complete with
its own sound system and phone line to
the bar. While viewing the screen through
a wall of one-way glass, you can pop the
cork on a bottle of nne wine or champagne
and for a few hours experience a feeling
which up until now was reserved for only
those few among the top levels of the
movie-making industry.
The .Management

THOSE MAGNIFICENT MEN IN THEIR FLYING MACHINES

131 Min . I PG / 1965
The story of one of the funniest races you will ever see!

WIZARD OF OZ

Victor Fleming I 1939 I 101 Min . I G I C - B&W
The "Wizard of Oz" is an American classic. A perfect score by Harold
Arlen and E.Y. Harburg, highly imaginative sets and brilliantcharacterizations-;,ake this adaptation of the Frank Baum story a musical-fa ntasy of
the highest caliber. Audiences of all ages have been enchanted with "The
Wizard of Oz" since its first release and , undoubtedly, always will be . Come
see it in our exclusive big screen showing. Stars Judy Garland.
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Pre-show music provided by PEACHES
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''AN
EPIC DRAMA ...
the last minutes are unforgettable."

I HIGHEST RATING)

"POETIC ••• A STRIKING PORTRAIT."

20

Shohei

lmamura's

-J. Haberman, VIiiage Voice

-Gene Siskei, Chicago Tribune

THE
BALLAD OF

"PASSIONATE, BLOODY, FEARSOME
A fascinating experience."
-Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun Times

•

"VIGOROUS AND BEAUTIFUL
affirmation of the basic values of existence.··
~Judy Stone, San Francisco Chronicle

331-9525

689 East 436 Altamonte Springs

THE: LOVE: SONGS
BULK RATE
U.S. POSTAGE

PA I a·

Pennit No. 2004
Orlando, FL

JOV-108 FM
Listen to JOY-108 for details on our FREE lunchtime movies!

ALIEN

Ridley Scott I 1979 I 117 Min. I R I Cinemascope I Dolby Stereo
A story of terror in outer space. This riveting film tells the fate of a space
tug crew who are manipulated by their distant employers. After being
awakened from hibernation , the crew picks up an unwelcome visitor-a
bloodthirsty, insatiable, killing alien. The ever growing, changing alien
threatens the crew at every tum . Production designers Ron Cobb and the
German artist Gieger combine to help create an .atmosphere of authenticity and remoteness in this outer-space nerve wrencher.

ALLEGRO NON TROPPO
Bruno Bozzetto I 1977 I 75 Min. I Italian with English subtitles
Live action and music combine with animation to make this a true ~m
of the cinematic world . The master - animator Bozzetto's first feature film
is a lovely and spirited send-up of Disney's "Fantasia". "Allegro Non Troppo" is a medley of satire, surrealism, spoofery and general nonsense set
to the superb music of Vivaldi, Dubussy, Stravinsky, Dvorak, Ravel and
Sibelius.

Bl.ADERUNNER
Ridley Scott I 1982 I 117 Min. I R I Cinemascope I Dolby Stereo
In this film, Harrison Ford plays a "Bladerunner" drawn out of retirement to seek out and eliminate a group of dangerous replicants. The
repUcants are androids who come to earth with one goal in mind. The
awesome music, provided by Vangelis, and superb cinematography help
to create a feeling of the future, while Douglas Trumbull's special effects
create an eerie realism. The film not only questions where you draw the
line between a robot and a soul, but how a person reacts when their deeply
held beliefs are changed .

v~~~Y. ~
WITHWIT

AND INTELLIGENCE."
-Janet Maslin, The New York Times
Silver Lion
Venice International Film Festival
Best First Film

BYE BYE BRAZIL
Carlos Diegues I 1980 I 110 Min . I Brazil I Portuguese with English
subtitles.
"Bye Bye Brazil" follows a smalltime traveling roadshow - Magician ,
Strongman, Exotic Dancer-as they play the dusty back roads of Brazil.
Hrnding deep into the interior in search of less demanding audiences, they
find the 'primitive' back country life with 1V sets, disco music and jet planes.

CAFE FLESH
Rinse Dream I 1981I75 Min. I X
"Cafe Flesh", as the title suggests, takes place in cafe five years after
a nuclear war. Ninety-nine percent of the surviving population consists
of sex negatives, who have been rendered impotent by the nuclear fallout.
Any attempt at intimacy results in violent illness. The remaining 1 % of
so-called "sex positives" are forced to perform public sex shows for those ·
no longer able to indulge. Popular film on the underground cult circuit.

A

W

30th San Sebastian Film Festival
1st Prize for Best Direction

Luciano Odorisio I 1983 I 100 Min . I NR I Italian with English
Nicolino is the chief crank and gossip in the small Abruzzian city of Chieti ~
and his machinations get "Maestro" going. The town has finally stirred
itself to take action on its long-debated notion of reorganizing the local symphony, an the local music teacher, Francesco, seems a sure bet. But,
Nicolino, piqued at what he considers a snub on the part of Francesco's •
wife Marta, decides to foul things up a bit. He drops by Francesco's in the
dead of the night and hints that the town bigwigs are going to bypass
Francesco in favor of his old comrade Andrea, who's long since left the .
province for Milan. Winnerof"BestFirstFeatureFilm" atthe 1983 Venice
Film Festival.

DRIFnNG
Woody Allen I 1978 I 93 Min. I PG
Considered by many to be Allen's best filin. the story is a semiautobiographical portrait of the amorous partnership between Allen and
co-star Diane Keaton.
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DEAR MAESTRO

Amos Guttman I 1983 I 88 Min . INRI Hebrew with English subtitles
Winner of Israeli Oscars for best picture, director, and actor; this is the
story of Robi,. a gay 24 year old would-be film maker. "... Evokes the yearnings of gay adolescence more tangibly
than any other film." -NY Native
.

ANNIEHAll

(HIGHEST RATING)
-Roger Ebert, The C~icago Sun-Times,
Gene Siske/; Chicago Tribune

•
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GORKY PARK
CASABLANCA
Michael Curtiz I 1943 I 102 Min . I B & W
A legend . All the elements of production-story, cast, photography,
direction, music-are woven expertly together to create a motion picture
monument. The plot concerns wartime refugees gathering in Morocco
to obtain scare exit visas to Lisbon . The final airport sequence is not to
be forgotten. Make it a point to see this classic in our rare big screen showing. Stars Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergmen and Claude Raines.

Michael Apted I 1983 I 128 Min. I R
William Hurt and Lee Marvin star in this gripping story of a detective'
trying to solve a m uder in Moscow. Why were their faces carved off? And
their fingertips? And what about the KGB? All this and more - live minks
and an American policeman round out the subplots in "Gorky Park". Oh
yes, the detective falls in love with a beautiful but suspicious woman. Shot.
in European countries that strongly resemble Russia, "Gorky Park" is sure
• to keep you on the edge of your seat.

HARD TO HOLD
Larry Peerce I 1984 I 93 Min. I PG
He's a rock and roll star. She's into more traditional music. He wants
the spotlight. She wants the quiet life. He lives for freedom and excite- ,
ment. She wants a commitment. They're as different as two people could
be .... and as much in love. Love is hard to find when the whole world
is watching! Stars Rick Springfield .

THE BALIAD OF NARAYAMA
Shohei Imamura / 1983 / 130 Min . I Japanese with English subtitles
The rules in the village are simple . When you reach the age of 70, you
must go up to the top of Narayama mountain and wait there until you
die. "The Ballad of Narayama" is about an old woman whose time has
almost arrived, and who is determined to take care of herfamily's unfinished
business before she goes to the mountaintop. Most of that business concerns finding wives for her sons. This film was the Grand Prix winner at
the 1983 Cannes Film Festival. Director Imamura insisted on realism to
the highest degree. All scenes were shot in natural light. In fact, Sanae
Futaba, who plays Orin , consented to have four front teeth pulled for the
scene where she breaks her teeth . "In filming the life and death images
of Orin , I wished to clarify for myself the true sense of human life ." -Shohei
Imamura

cmZENKANE
Orson Wells I 1941 I 119 Min . I B & W
This film is known for its powerful story and technical accomplishments
which include deep focus, low angle shots, and innovative montage editing.
It is the story of a publishing giant told throught the eyes of those that knew
him . "I(s exhilarating to see the mechanics of moviemaking exploited for
theatrical effect. "Citizen Kane" , the most controversial one man show
in film history, is more fun than any great movie lean think of, and arare
example of a movie that seems better today than when it first came out. "
. ... Pauline Kael

HAROLD AND MAUDE
Hal Ashby I 1971 I 90 Min. I PG
"Being There" director Hal Ashby creates an entertaining, enduring film
on life, death, IOve, war and wealth through the relationship of Harol~
and Maude. Harold (Bud Cort) is the wealthy young man obsessed with
the staging of fake suicides for his mother's "benefit". Maude (Ruth Gordon) is the elder spark of life that he meets at a funeral. The humor and
social satire are blended with an incredible effect. Cat Stevens comes ,
through with totally appropriate and wonderful music for the soundtrack. -

CLOAK AND DAGGER

ti

I

1984 I 101 Min. I PG
A fantasy adventure in which a young boy (Henry Thomas-ET) accidentally stumbles across an espionage plot. The situation becomes terrifying
when nobody believes him. Eventually he does come through with the
aid of his vivid imagination and his super-hero friend . Dabney Coleman
plays Henry's father and Jack Flack, super-spy.

HEAWMETAL
IllE BIG CHIU
Lawrence Kasdan I 1983 I 108 Min. I R
When a group of friends are brought together by the suicide of a former
classmate. they are confronted with the fact that they are a part of the dreaded "establishment". They are forced to reevaluate the beliefs and ideals
they shared in the idealistic sixties. Filled with wonderful acting, and backed
by a great soundtrack; "The Big Chill" provides enjoyment even after
repeated showings. A critical favorite . Stars William Hurt, Glenn Close,
Meg Tilly, Mary Kay Place, Jeff Goldblum , Kevin Kline , Jobeth Williams,
and Tom. ~ringer .

DARK CIRCLE
Judy Irving I 1982 I 82 Min. I NR
An ambitious documentary that Tecords the reckless mishanling of
nuclear wastes, criminal disregard for the rights of American citizens~- :
ing poisoned in their own homes, and bizarre experiments that resemble
nothing so much as a bunch of mad scientists playing with their toys . It
covers everything from the victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki to the first
post-war bomb tests, to the fall-out scares of the 1950's, right up to the
present plutonium nightmare outside penver.

Gerald Potterton I 1981I92 Min . I R I Animated
Come see your favorite animated film on our huge screen and megawatt Dolby sound system. To create this fantasy of sight and sound, director
Gerald Potterton coordinated the efforts of more than 1000 artists,
animators, and technicians from 17 countries working in five separate cities:.
Montreal, New York, Los Angeles, London, and Ontario . Producer Reitman was equally demanding when he assembled the music team . After
commissioning Elmer Bernstein to compose the score, he went on to recruit
such talent as Blue Oyster Cult, Devo, Cheap Trick and Donald Fagan
to interpret and enhance the artists's vision . Heavy Metal has never been """t
better!

l!filll''
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THE BIG MEAT EATER

Chris Windsor I 1983 I 84 Min. I NR I Canadian
. Have you ever wondered what a Canadian midnight movie was like?
Now's your chance! From the counqy that brought you Bob ~nd Doug
MacKenzie, John Candy and, yes, even Rich Little; comes a bizarre and
humorous story about the Big Meat Eater who is pleased to meet you and
has meat to please you!

ADAYATillERACES
Sam Wood I 1937 I 109 Min. I B & W
Back when comedy was king, the Marx Brothers ruled. A cl~ic now
and then! Featuring Harpo and Chico's mad endeavors as wallpaper
hangers, Groucho's "Telephone, Mr. Whitmore" routine, and much, much
more,.·A. must see!

THE HOTEL NEW HAMPSHIRE
Tony Richardson I 1984 I 108 Min . / R / Dolby Stereo
" ... a bawdy, unpredictable, funny , sad, tender, courageous piece of
filmmaking. When everyone else is content to copy last year's hit, 'The
Hotel New Hampshire' blows into theaters on a fresh creative breez.e." •
-USA Today. Stars Jodie Foster, Be.au Bridges, Rob Lowe, and Nastassja
Kinski.

INDIANA JONES AND TiiE TEMPLE OF DOOM

I 1984 I 118 Min. I PG I Cinemascope I Dolby Stereo
This terrific sequel to MRaiders of the Lost Ark" takes Indiana Jones (Harrison Ford) deep into the heart of mysterious India. The nonstop action
throughout the story is Spielberg at his finest. Can Indiana save the slaves
of the temple, recover the sacred stones, and rescue the dying Indian
village? Of course! If adventure has a name, it must be Indiana Jones. Story
by George Lucas.

~teven Spielberg

ICEMAN

Fred Schepisi I 1984 I 101 Min . I PG I Dolby Stereo
A mesmerizing piece crafted by Australian.Director Fred Schepisi (The
..Chant of Jimmy Blacksmith), this is the story ofa 40,000 year old Neanderthal who's found preserved in a glacier. The scientists want to take the .
Iceman apart for academic purposes, but an earnest young anthropologist
(Timothy Hutton) feels they shouldn't treat their find as a specimen. John
Lone makes a very impressive screen debut as the Iceman; he has the
•power to bring you inside the character's forbidding head.

TrfE
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TiiE JIGSAW MAN
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Terence Young I 1982 I 93 Min. / PG / English
Sir Philip Kimberly had been a brilliant and loyal EnglishmanCambridge graduate, noted political analyst, contributor to leading
magazines an~ newspapers, former Director-General of M.I.6, the British
Secret Service, knight, husband and father. But, in 1974, he defected
voluntarily to Russia, leaving hidden in England a vital dossier containign
details of Russian agents in the West over the past forty years. Now, years
later, the Russians have no further use for Kimberly and send him back.
to England-rejuvenated and completely changed in appearance - to do ·
one last job. But Kimberly breaks away and, in the final gamble, takes on
both the British and Russians with astonishing, dramatic and exciting results.
Stars Laurence Olivier and Michael Caine.

KARATE KID
126 Min. I PG I 1984
Moved from N.J. to California by his mother's job, a young boy gains
self-confidence through the help of an oriental gentlemen .

lA CAGE AUX FOUES
Edouard Molinaro I 1979 I 91 Min . I R I French with English subtitles
The greatest "drag" comedy since "Some Like it Hot" has become one
of the most phenominal successes in film history. La Cage Aux Folles is
a transvestite nightclub run by a pair of aging homosexuals, one of whom
has a son . The son is eager to get married but his fiance's father is the chief
of the Dept. of Morals and does not approve.

LIQUID SKY

Slava Tsukerman I l 983 I 112 Min . I NR
A space junkie, about the size of a jumbo shrimp, roams the cosmos
in his dish-sized UFO, searching for heroin or a chemical surrogate produced in the human brain during orgasm . He/ she/it finds a mother-lode
of both substances atthe Manhattan rooftop apartment of Margaret, a New
Wave model, who is both witness and victim to an incredible variety of
perverse and degrading acts. The heir apparent to "The Rocky Horror
Picture Show" and "Eraserhead" on the underground circuit.

NOTORIOUS

Alfred Hitchcock I 1946 I 100 Min. / B & W
A love story in the guise of an espionage tale , "Notorious" charts the
rehabilitation of glamorous, decadent Ingrid Bergman who agrees to marry
elegant Nazi Claude Rains, in order to pass on information to her agentlover Cary Grant. Within this explosive triangle Hitchcock has constructed
scenes of classic suspense, and in so doing has heightened the dramatic
conilict between love and duty. As the endangered lovers Grant and
Bergman are exquisite; but it is Rains as the villain who creates the most
complex character, a corrupt but cultivated man deeply in love with a
woman he must murder.

LOVE STORY

Arthur Hiller I 197.0 I 99 Min. I PG
Love means never having to say you're sorry. A simple, modem boymeets-girl story set against a New England college backdrop. The only
problem is his parents don't approve because her family does not have
their kind of wealth; then, things get really complicated when she falls
seriously ill. Based on the book by Erich Segal. Stars Ryan O'Neal, Ali
MacGraw·and Ray Milland.

OXFORD BLUES

102 Min. I PG-13 I 1984
A determined collegiate crew member con's his way into England's Oxford University in order to meet the girl of his dreams.

P..fEPING TOM

Michael Powell I 1962 I 103 Min . I English
Mark Lewis, a cameraman at a British studio, has an odd hobby - filming women as he is murdering them . Raised by his scientist father , who
used him in fear experiments as a child, Mark is the ultimate voyeur who
is incapable of relating to people. When he becomes friends with a young
woman, Helen Stephens, who has moved into his apartment building,
her pity and warmth affect him. Mark's suspicious behavior eventually leads
both Helen and her blind mother to investigate his dark room hoping to
discover his obsession , and the film races to a powerful and horrifying
conclusion .

PINK FlAMINGOS

John Waters I 1973 I 90 Min . I NR
You can't show that! But we are! Waters directs this excursion into perversion and bad taste. Stars Divine as Babs. See Edie the Egg Lady! See
Crackers and his performing chickens! See it all! Be there! Strong stomachs
advised .

.. ~Ill.A
Vibeke Lokkeberg I 1984 I 102 Min . I Norwegian with English subtitles. ·
As the story of a Scandinavian childhood, "Kamilla" is a long way from
the cozy, sugarplum heaven of "Fanny and Alexandf:'r" . "Kamilla"
~e~resents the disintegration of a marriage from the perspective of the most
~~Jure~ P~-a seven. year old child. Set in the rundown town of Bergen,
K~m1lla unfolds dunng the summer of 1948, a time of shortages and
social unrest.

REBECCA

Alfred Hitchcock I 1940 I 104 Min. I B & W
Hitchcock's atmospheric direction and Selznick's lavish production
catapulted a popular best-seller into one of the most successful films of
all time. A moody, Gothic melodrama, "Rebecca" details the psychological
effect on a shy new bride of her deceased predecessor, a strong and stylish
woman who even from the grave wields power over the lives of those who
knew her. Academy awards for Best Picture and Best Cinematography.
Stars Laurence Olivier and Joan Fontaine.

KIRLIAN WITNESS

Jonathan Samo I 1978 I 87 Min. I NRI English
When the only witness to a mysterious murder on a Soho rooftop is
a green leafy plant, the victim's sister must resort to Kirlian "aura"
photography and experiments into plant communication in her suspenseful
search for the killer. Taking inspiration from an actual 1968 murder case
in which a polygraph expert took "testimony" from a plant, 'The Kirlian
Witness' explores the psychic potential of plants within the framework of
a science fiction thriller. Superb cinematography and sparing use of violence
helps the tension to accumulate slowly toward the film's nightmarish suprise
ending.

RED DAWN

"A provocative thriller·.·.
unique a~d entertainir-g:'

113 Min . I PG-13 I 1984
The story of American resistance in the face of a Russian invasion.

-Judy Stone, San Francisco Chronicle

"Spellbinding ...
DON'T FAIL TO SEE IT!"
-John Stark, San Francisco Examiner

"A thinking person's thriller...
An accomplished aod .deeply
fascinating film:·
-Sheila Benson, Los Angeles Times
TiiEMISSION

KOYAANISQATSI
~Godfrey

Reggio I 1979 I 87 Min:
Brought back for the third time by popular request. "Koyaanisqatsi",
the Hopi Indian' word for Ufe out of balance, has no narrative, actors or ·
conventional action. Instead it is a kaleidoscope of awesome landscapes
(man-made and natural) enhanced by time-lapse photography. The
soundtrack music, which was composed b~Philip Glass, is geared to correspond to the cinematography. This film is a definite statement of what
modem day man is doing to the world around him .

Parviz Sayyad I 1983 I 105 Min . I NR I Farsi with English subtitles
'The Mission" is a warm powerful story about an Iranian terrorist sent
to New York to assasinate an ex-colonel in the Shah's secret police. Sayyad
offers a fresh , black humored look at New York City, which is so crowded Moslemi can't get his victim alone, and his assasinatlon attempts keep
failing. At one point Touzie comes to the aid of the colonel who's being
mugged . As thanks, the colonel invites Moslemi to his house for dinner.
"The Mission" is about two characters in conilict, neither of whom are
presented as black and white, but in shades of gray. Sayyad presents a
clearly stated political message without hitting you over the head.

STAR80

Bob Fosse I 1983 I 104 Min. IR
Star 80 is a true life story of 1980 Playmate of the Year, Dorothy Stratten, who was brutally raped and murdered by the man who discovered
her. it is based on Theresa Carpenter's award winning story in the "Village
Voice". Stars Mariel Hemingway.
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